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Section I

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE FOR HEALTH ADMINISTRATORS

by

• Noel M. Tichy
Graduate School of Business

Columbia University

Richard Beckhard
Sloan School of Management

Mass. Institute of Technology

The core problem of the executive manager in a complex
organization, is to make the best choices around whom to
bring together, in which organizations, to make what
happen, in whose interpretation of the public interest.
(Harlan, Cleveland. The Future Executive . New York:
Harper and Row, 1972.)

Managers of health institutions are caught up on the crest of a

major wave of change which will extend through the next decade

.

Drucker's (1973) challenge to service institutions rings especially

true for health delivery systems. He states that:

What service institutions need is not be more businesslike.
They need to be subjected to performance tests... Few ser-
vice institutions today suffer from having too few adminis-
trators; most of them are over-administered and suffer from
a surplus of procedures; organization charts and management
techniques . What now has to be learned is to manage service
institutions for performance. This may well be the biggest
and most important management task in this century (p. 166).

The applied behavioral sciences provide some of the conceptual

and action tools for helping administrators manage this complexity.

The more complex organizations become the more relevant are the concepts

and techniques discussed in this chapter. Health organizations

represent one of the most complex organizational forms . This is

primarily due to the nature of the mission which has a life and

death component, the complexity of managing multiple professional

and non-professional groups and environmental pressures which must be





balanced and managed.

The behavioral sciences consist of knowledge embraced in the

core disciplines of sociology, psychology, social psychology and an-

tJiropology. The applied behavioral science is the technology of

systematically employing the principles derived from the behavioral

sciences to organizational and community settings. The sub-disci-

plines (each represented as chapters in this volume) of organization

theory, organizational psychology and medical sociology provide the

bridge between the disciplines and the applied behavioral sciences.

Applied behavioral science is to the behavioral science dis-

ciplines as medical science is to the biological and physical sci-

ences. It is not a specific discipline, but an amalgamation of

applied principles focusing on people in organizational and group

settings, organizational characteristics, organizational processes,

managerial style, managerial processes and the management of change.

Our purpose in this chapter is to provide a map of the applied

behavioral science field as it relates to the work of health adminis-

trators. We will then discuss some of the problems faced by health

administrators for which there are implications from the applied

behavioral sciences. This is followed by a discussion of the "state

of the art" both in terms of current knowledge and current tech-

nologies. We will review the normative positions which guide applied

behavioral scientists in working with organizations by stating the

characteristics of an "effective" organization. From this we will

discuss the management of change processes.





MARRYING BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE APPLICATIONS

TO HEALTH MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

In any one day , a health administrator is likely to find him/

herself juggling a variety of problems. During the day, the focus

of action might move from dealing with a set of interface problems

caused by conflicting external demands from interest groups and reg-

vilatory or funding sources to doing career counseling with a sub-

ordinate. In addition, it would not be unusual to find the health

manager attempting to put out "fires" within the organization created

by conflict between units or between nurses , physicians and unit

managers. Finally, in the midst of juggling current problems, the

manager is supposed to be thinking about the future, developing and

monitoring some sort of strategic plan for the organization.

The health administrator-' s juggling of problems is reflected

in the list of key administrative concerns developed by the AUPHA.

commission which was to guide the development of the chapters in

this volume. The applied behavioral sciences have proved most rele-

vant to those areas and problems listed below in capital letters.

KEY ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS/PROBLEM AREAS

MANAGING/COPING WITH/EFFECTING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE/GROWTH/
INNOVATION

Assessing health care needs, planning and setting priorities for
health services

Developing an information base for and participating in decision-
making

Moderating costs/assuring efficient operations

Assuring organizational public accountability

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE INTERPROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS/tVORKING
RELATIONSHIPS

MANAGING PERSONNEL-RELATED ACTIVITIES/LABOR RELATIONS





Creating an ethical environment with concern for patient, employee, -

and community health

EXERCISING LEADERSHIP FOR CHANGE LEADING TO ACCESSIBLE, COORDINATED,
QUALITY HEALTH CARE

Keeping up with and impacting on legislation and public policy

INTERFACING/COORDINATING WITH ORTHER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HEALTH CARE
INTERESTS/ORGANIZATIONS

Promoting and maintaining positive public relations and citizen/
community involvement

CONTINUING PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT TO IMPORVE MANAGEMENT
ABILITY

The six areas identified in the above list for which there are

relevant behavioral science application stimulated the development

of a more detailed list which provides a forum for discussion in

this chapter. The list identifies managerial problems faced in

health organizations for which there are existing behavioral sci-

ence application. The problems are:

1

.

Understend inja; and Spe cifying the Mission of the Organiza -

tion : In times of relative environmental stability and
surplus resources, it is possible for organizations to func-

tion quite effectively with nebulous and shifting goals and
priorities such as is often the case in health organiza-
tions with teaching, research and service interests. As
the pressure mounts, so does the need for a clear statement
of organizational mission to guide the organization in
strategic decisions. The health admistrator will be called
upon to guide the organization in establishing its core
mission.

2

.

Understanding and Mapping Enviornmental Pressures on the
Organization: Planning will take place within an increas-
ingly turbulent and complex environment. Health organiza-
tions will therefore need to develop managerial competence
in identifying and predicting environmental pressures.

3. Managing Organizational Planning Processes : In order to
meet Drucker's challenge for performance oriented organi-
zations within the context of increasing complexity and in-
creasing cost cutting pressures, health organizations
will have to dovelo more sophisticated planning processes
which can realistically engage the relevant interest groups.





M- . Setting Strategies and Op erational Objectives : Having a
clear mission does not insure that the organization will
be subjected to performance tests. This requires the de-
velopment of a strategic plan with operational objectives
at multiple levels of the organization.

5. Organizational Designs to Cope with Changing Tasks : Or-
ganizational structure and design comprise on of the basic
tools of management for carrying out its strategic plan.
The health administratomeeds to be eqioipped with an array
of organizational design models enabling him/her to cope
with multiple and changing organizational tasks.

6. Managing C onsensual Decision Making : Unlike industrial
organizations, health organizations have multiple bases of
authority, therefore, clear lines of decision making author-
ity are blurred, making it imperative that health adminis-
trators understand and be able to utilize consensual decision
making approaches

.

7. Managing Multiple Tasks : Not only are health organizations
divided into different functional areas, such as ambulatory
care, internal medicine, pediatrics, surgery, with varying
mixtures of service, teaching and research commitments they

also include individuals who divide themselves between tasks
and wear multiple hats during any one day, e.g. teacher
research clinician. The management of multiple tasks and
multiple task organization members requires special managerial
skills.

8. Coping with inter-Unit and Inter-Organizational Conflict :

The role of health admistrator includes being coordinator
and integrator dealing with the constant pressure of organ-
izational conflicts which require explicit attention and
management.

9. Managing and Motivating Multiple Professionals : The outmoded
"one best way" approach to motivating performance is even
less appl.icable in health organizations where motivation and

control not only vary due to individuals having differences
but due as well to differences between professional groups.

10. Managing Change in the Organization : A variety of change
processes require managing:
- changes in structure
- changes in the way work gets done
- changes in the reward systems
- Change;; in interactions with the environment
- changes in staff and management relationships
- changes in union and staff relationships
- changes in the utilization of teams
- changL's in tlie management structure





For each of the above problem areas, there exist applied be- "

havioral science principles and methodologies to guide the health

administrator. Some of these will be discussed in more detail fol-

lowing an overview of the field.

STATE OF THE ART

The applied behavioral science has its roots in a broad base

of theory, research and practice spanning over 40 years and several

disciplines. One of the main roots, however, grew out of the work

of Kurt Lewin and followers during and after World War II. Lewin,

a social psychologist, was bery much involved in research on group

dynamics and leadership. His strong commitment to social change led

him to do a great deal of what he termed "action research" —

systematic research conducted in applied settings designed to lead

to change in the setting. By the late 19M-0's, a field called ap-

plied behavioral science emerged, primarily focused on group, in-

terpersonal and individual functioning. In 1947, the National Train-

ing Laboratories was created. It was a training and research

institute aimed at applying Lewin 's theories and developing the

group learning approach which Lewin had been working with. This

became the "laboratory method" or "T-group" training approach and

has led to other forms of "awareness" training.

In the mid 1950' s, applied behavioral science practice was very

much oriented toward group dynamics applications (Bradford, Gibb,

and Benne, 1964). In the late 1950 's, application efforts tended to

move in two directions. One focus was an increased emphasis on in-

terpersonal, personal and humanistic psychology. The other focus

was on organizations as systems, the change process, and work and





structural change. Our discussion will be primarily on the second

of these, which we feel will be the most useful for the health ad-

ministrator.
'

/

An Organizational Model

To help organize our thinking about systems , we will briefly

look at some aspects of organizations. In the behavioral sciences,

there are many different approaches to diagnosing and understanding

organizations (Scott in his chapter in this volume reviews the major

orientations) . For the purpose of this paper, we have selected a

simple model of an organization to guide our discussion. This model

is based on a view of an organization as: (See Figure 1)

. . . social structures created by individuals to allow the
collaborative pursuit of specified goals. Although the
specific goals pursued may be highly diverse . . . all organi-
zations confront certain common problems or tasks. All must
define (and redefine) objectives; all must induce participants
to contribute services; all must control and coordinate contri-
butions; resources must be garnered from the environment and
products or services dispensed; participants must be selected
and trained and replaced; and some sort of working accomoda-
tion achieved with the neighbors. (Scott, 1976).

The model is consistent with the model presented by Lawler and

Nadler (19 75) in their chapter on Organizational Psychology in this

volume. The model is a systems model which underscores the impor-

tance of conceiving of an organization as dynamic and in constant

interaction with its environment — taking in inputs and transform-

ing them into outputs , which are exported to the external environment.

One of our assumptions is that organizations operate in an en-

vironment which provides opportunities as well as constraints. The

problem for the manager is the choice among these constraints and

opportunities. Tlic criteria for the choice are developed from the

perceptions of key ur^^aiiizational actors who often have a negotiated

consensus as to tliL- organization's purpose, its raison d'etre , its
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mission (Cyert and March, 1963). For example, there are important

managerial and organizational consequences for academic medical cen-

ters based on management's definition of the core mission. Two

cases are presented in Section II of this chapter of medical centers

which defined their core mission differently. In one case, it was

to do bio-medical research, while in the other, to provide train-

ing for practitioner oriented physicians

.

The administrator in complex organization must make choices

among apparently equal priorities in order to develop criteria for

an organizational strategy. Strategy is the process of setting goals

and objectives in the context of the organizations 's mission. The

goals and objectives provide a set of targets and controls necessary

in order to achieve the mission. Every organization has a mission ,

strategy^, and objectives . They may not be clear, people may behave

in ways that are inconsistent with them, but they exist nonetheless.

Accomplishing an organization's mission and implementing its

strategy requires the use of technology, a social structure, and a

set of organizational processes. The component labeled socio-tech -

nical arrangements refers to the technology by which the work of

the organization is carried out and the related social structure

necessary to operate the technology. By technology, wa mean the

machines, equipment and most importantly, the process whereby raw

materials (either human, symbolic or material) are transformed into

desirable goods or services, such as being cured or better "health".

By social structure, we are referring to the arrangements of people

in the organization, e.g. authority relations, work interdepend-

encies, communication linkages, etc.

Technology limits and constrains the way in which the organi-

zation gets structured but should not totally determine the struc-





tures. People's needs are the other component of how work is done. -

Different structures result in different social psychological con-

sequences on workers and clients. In industry throughout the world,

traditional means of production are being re-examined in terms of

human motivation and replaced by new work designs (Cherns, 1975).

In health settings such new work design programs are also beginning

to take place. A notable example is now under way at a major met-

ropolitan hospital as part of the University of Michigan's Quality

of Working Life Program (Nadler, 1975)

.

As Figure 1 implies , the particular socio-technical arrange-

ments flow in part from the mission, strategy and objectives of the

organization, but is also influenced by the other components. The

core issue is how best to organize work so as to optimize human and

technological effectiveness. For example, the hospital adminis-

trator is concerned with how best to organize the work on a ward.

This entails re-examining the work to look at alternatives for or-

ganizing nurses
, physicians , non-medical personnel who interact with

the technology of patient care on the ward.

In addition to socio-technical arrangements the organization

needs a set of mechanisms which enable the socio-technical system to

perform its work, these are called organizational processes . These

include communication processes, control processes, problem solving

and decision making processes and conflict management processes.

Most importantly, organizations have people who operate within

the socio-technical arrangements and operate the organizational pro-

cesses. People vary in terms of their motivation, their interper-

sonal styles, and their skills. These differences have managerial

and organization design implications. For example, the hospital

administrator needs to determine how to have consistent and equit-





able incentive and control systems while at the same time allowing -.

for vast individual differences.

The above discussion of socio-technical arrangements and organ-

izational processes implies that these arrangements are somehow to-

tally formally prescribed and rationally planned. As has been re-

cognized for years (Sayles, 1958) this is not so, systems have

extensive informal structures and processes which emerge as a result

of human interaction in the organization. Figure 1 focuses on both

the formal prescribed arrangements and processes and the informal or

emergent ones (Tichy, 1976). These emerge because individuals tend

to: 1) formulate, reformulate and interpret the mission, 2) under-

stand, abide by and or change the prescribed socio-technical arrange-

ments and organizational processes , 3) use , abuse and alter the

technology, 4) and differentially respond to changing environmental

conditions, as a result a new set of unplanned and often unantici-

pated structures and social patterns of work emerge in the organiza-

tion. These new forms of structures and processes perforce affect

the course of decision-making, problem solving, leadership, power

distribution etc.

These unplanned structures and processes are needed to get the

work done; this is especially true in health organizations which are

so complex that blueprints or plans can never be deveL oped for all

contingencies . They emerge to get the work done . They are poten-

tially double edged. They may either facilitate or hinder the ac-

complishment of an organization's mission. For example, coalitions

of nurses and physicians may form which either work toward helping
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the organization be more effective or toward helping conflicting

special self-interests, as is often the case with inter-professional

power struggles

.

In addition to the dimensions of our model as outlined in Fig-

ure 1, we will focus on organizational change processes. That is,

how to manage alterations in the components of the model.

Selected Behavioral Science Research

Output and Related Applied Behavioral Science Technologies

Behavioral and social science research is not without serious

problems and limitations. First, because of the relative youth, of

many of these disciplines and the difficulty and complexity of re-

search in fields such as sociology, social psychology and anthropo-

logy, there is a lack of grand integrating theories of behavior.

Rather there are a number of descriptive theories dealing with a

variety of aspects of behavior. This has contributed to fragmented

knowledge. Keeping this limitation in mind, wa will highlight some

of what is currently known from research as it relates to the use of

the applied behavioral sciences in health care administration. The

categories of our organization model are used to organize the re-

search. Examples of applied behavioral science techniques will be

presented in each category. In addition to categories of our mo-

del we present research and techniques in the area of teams and

patient care. Table 1 summarizes this material. A few specific

aspects from Table 1 are discussed in more detail below.

Organizations and Environments : As indicated in Table 1,

there are a number of sub-categories under this heading. The first

area, characteristics of environments, includes recent theory and
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research which indicates that there is an important relationship

between environmental uncertainty and organizational design (Lawrence

and Lorsch, 1965; Starbuck, 1976). Organizations attempting to func-

tion effectively in fact changing complex environments reqpaire more

highly differentiated and flexible (more organic) structures to per-

foinn effectively. A multidimensional approach to classifying or-

ganizational environments has been developed by Shortell (1976)

.

Another sub-category of importance to the ABS is interfacing

with other organizations. The trend is for health institutions,

government agencies
,
private third party payers to become more inter-

dependently linked, thus requiring greater interorganizational plann-

ing and coordination. Research by Levine and White, 1961; and

Aiken et. al., 1975 sheds light on the dynamics of such relation-

ships .

Public accountability is a relatively new pressure on health

administration. As Etzioni (1975) indicates, the concept is ambig-

uous and leads to dysfunctional organizational responses in many

cases. An interesting and relevant health care case of a rather

successful approach to this issue is found in the case study of

one neighborhood health center. The Dr. Martin Luther King Health

Center in the Bronx of New York (Tichy, 1976).

There is a growing body of behavioral science literature on the

development and use of social indicators, for example, measures

taken on the general population to indicate job and life satisfac-

tion. Such indicators can be utilized to provide help in assessing

needs and for guiding the health planning process (Bauer, 1966; and

Austin, 19 71)

.





In order to help managers and organizations deal with the is-

sues and concerns identified above, a number of ABS technologies are'

identified in Table 1. The open systems planning model which is

described in detail in the case portion of this chapter provides one

such technique for mapping environmental forces

.

An approach for facilitating more effective interorganizational

interfacing is "organization set analysis" which includes procedures

for: (Evan, 1966)

.

1. Identifying the significant other organizations with which
an organization interacts

.

2. Diagnosing the frequency and quality of the interorganiza-
tional linkages identified in step 1.

3. Developing plans for altering interorgaiizational linkages
so as to foster more effective organizational performance.

Finally, there are a set of techniques such as the Delphi tech-

nique using interactive questionnaires and feedback from a panel of

"experts" to involve outside input into the organization's strategic

information system.

Mission, Stratcjay and Objectives : As stated in our brief

model discussion, the mission is the organization's "reason for be-

ing". The strategy defines the constraints and the plan for carry-

ing out the mission within a particular environment and includes

specific measurable objectives.

The behavioral science literature does not use the term organ-

izational "core missions". The distinction made by the management

literature between core mission and objectives is generally combined

under the heading or "organizational goals" which are defined as

desired future states of affairs (Etzioni, 1975). Organizational

goals can serve the following functions:

1. Focus energy and act as guidelines for what should be.
2. Provide a source of legitimacy for people's activities and

decisions

.

3. Serve as standards for how well individuals, sub-units and
the total organization are performing,

4. Provide insight into the true character of the organization
(Etzioni, 1975)

.





Behavioral Science Reaearch And

Applications Relevant to Health Atlmlnistratlon

Examples of Dehdvioral Science Examples of Applied Behavioral
Focus Research Science Intervention

niz jtion?
and
ron'-K?nt

sracter- -Impact of environment on organi- -Contingency organization design
tic# of national structure anJ function- -Open systems planning
vironments in,; (Emery & Trist , l')5S ; Lawrence

& Lorsch, 1965; Shortell , 1976)

terracing -Interorganization relationships -Ori?anization set analysis
(Levino & White, 1961; Aiken et -Macro-system interlocking
al. 1975)

iblic -Accountability in healtli adminis- -Delphi method
counta- tration (Etzionl, 1975) -Confrontation meetings
lity -Third party conflict intervention

sessing -Social indicators (Bauer, 1966; -Social Accounting
eds -- Austin, 1971) -Surveys
alth
anni-«

-Inte;^atIon of Individual and -MRO (mnnav;ement by objectives)
orcanization goals ([nrrett, -r.tratev;ic I'l .inning -- Confron-
19'D) tation mei'ttng
-Hr'zani/attonal >!oal.s and goal
SPttin-^ (Perrow, 1951; F.tzioni,
19-5)

ssicT





-Leadership functions: monitorinj:;,
forecasting » taking; direct action
headins^ off problems, exploiting
opportunities (MoGrath, 1962)
-Cont in\;ency leadership (Fiedler,
1971; Vroom and Yeldon, 1973)

-Managerial Grid
-Continicency style training

nterdisci- -Inte\^ation of roles in task
linary groups (Kahn et al , 19611)

!ollabor- -Socialization research on
tion professionals

-Interdisciplinary training
-Role conflict interventions
for work settings — Role
Nef»otlatlons

-Relationship between varying
worker needs and job design as
related to satisfaction and
and productivity (Hackman &
Lawler, 19 71)

-Job enrichment
-flexible hours

-Research on career paths and
development (Hall & Schneider,
1973; Schein. 1971)

-Career assessment and planning
workshops
-Life planninv; workshops

-Research on Informal s^roups &
networks in organizations
(Tichy, 1976)

-F.merqent network design and
management principles

-Communication networks (Davelas, -Designing
nso)
-Task type (Shaw, 1961); Hackman &
Morris, 1976

jtonomous work groups

-Croup use of discretionary stlmu- -T-groups
11 to affect memhcrn in organi- -Team Development
zations (Hackman, ly7S)
-The functioning of group behav-
ioral norms (Jackson, 1966)

-Individual versus group per-
formance (Large and Soloman,1955)

Process Consultation
Third party interpersonal
peacemaking

-Research on psycho-social causes
of illness (Massett , 1970;
Mechanic, 1972)
-Research on tiuman motivation
(»1urray, 1938; McClelland, 1965;
Alde-fer, 1972)
-Attitude and behavior change
(Kelman, 197S)

-Learning theory i\nd research
(Keller, 1969; Skinner, 19S3)

-Healer patient relationship
training
-Client centered therapy
-Sensitivity training and
self-help groups

-Social Marketing
-Behavior modi float ion- Instrumented
instructional material

-Conflict Resolution (Deutsch,
1973)

-Conflict resolution interventions

-Family structure and dynamics
(Coode, 1961; Bott , 19 71)

-Family therapy
-Network therapy
-Marriage enrichment programs
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Perrow (1970) provides a comprehensive categorization scheme of

organizational goals which provides more goal distinctions than we

are making in our discussion.

Although goals provide such opportunities as listed above, the

reality is that organizational goal formulation is not a totally

rational process . It is often characterized by highly political

activities (Cyert and March, 1963; Tushman, 1976) and as a result,

an important set of organizational issues are: who determines the

goals , how clear are they to organizational members , how have they

changed over time, and do they really guide the work of the organi-

zation (Thompson, 1967; Scott, 1962). One applied behavioral science

technique appropriate for dealing with some these issues is the

"goal confrontation" technique in which organization members engage

in a series of structured activities to contront and resolve goal

differences (Beckhard, 1969)

.

Closely related to the organization's mission is strategic

decision making and planning. Strategic decisions and strategy

formulation refer to those decisions which have important total or-

ganization importance in terms of allocation of resources and/or

precedents set. The literature provides many normative models and

techniques for strategic decision-making, such as cost benefit ana-

lysis, strategy planning models of the firm etc. but as Mintzberg

(1976) recently points out little empirical evidence that these

models accurately describe the process. Mintzberg 's (1976) recent

research on strategic decision-making indicates that the process is

immensely complex and involves a mixture of rational and political

dynamics which require new managerial techniques. An applied behav-

ioral science response to this set of issues is dealt with through

open systems planning.
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Socio-Technical Arrangements : As Scott's (1976) chapter in

this volume indicates, there is a vast and ever expanding litera-

ture on socio-technical aspects of organizations. Rather than re-

iterate aspects already covered in Scott's excellent survey of the

field, we will focus in on those aspects most relevant to the applied

behavioral sciences.

Implicit in our organizational model and the way in which we

approach the socio-technical component of organizations is a view

consistent with the recent "contingency" theories of organizational

design. These "theories" are based on the realization that organi-

zational effectiveness is largely a function of matching organization

structure, leadership style, planning and control systems to the

demands of the organization's environment and task or technology

(Galbraith, 1971) . This is why the emphasis on socio-technical

arrangements in our model. An important example of contingency

thinking is related to technology and structure

.

Perrow proposes (1970) that as tehcnology varies in terms of

the number of exceptions from pre-determined standards and the diffi-

culty of problem search when exceptions occur, so does the type of

people best able to perform successfully and the type of structure

most supportive of the work. There should therefore be a "fit" be-

tween technology, structure and people (those who do the work). An

illustration of this matching is to fit technologies requiring few

exceptions and having analyzable search procedures, such as routine

medical laboratory test and screening with a structure which is more .

mechanistic or bureaucratic and with people who are less interested

in receiving acliievcmcnt and fulfillment on the job but more inter-

ested in money. In contrast, more fluid and organic structures and

individuals desiring achievement and fulfillment on the job are more





consistent with technologies requiring many exeptions occur such as

found in basic research departments, and found in the jobs of most

health administrators.

An excellent review of the literature on environment, tech-

nology and structure was done by Shortell (1976). Shortell's work

develops a new scheme for classifying organizations dependent on

combinations of organizational dimensions.

The applied behavioral science techniques associated with the

socio-technical category fall into three categories: 1) overall

organization design, 2) unit design and 3) job design.

The overall organization design approach is guided by an "in-

formation processing" model of organizations which attempts to de-

sign or redesign organizations according to the information needs

of task and the interdependence of tasks with each other (Galbraith,

1971). The approach involves:

1. In designing the tasks of a sub-unit (a) assessing the

degree of environmental uncertainty and (b) the complexity

of the technology each of which contribute to variations

in amount of information needed to accomplish the task.

2. Matching simple, mechanistic structure to stable environ-

ment and simple technology, and a complex organic structure

to an unstable environment and complex technology.

3. Determining the degree of interdependence with other units

and developing appropriate integrating mechanisms (the

more interdependence , the more elaborate the integrating

mechanisms) . (TusKman and Nadler, 19 75)

.

T}ie second level of ABS techniques is focused on unit design

.

The applied behavioral sciences since the 19'+0's work of Eric Trist





and Ken Banforth of the Tavistock Institute, have designed and imple-

mented autonomous work groups as a socio-technical approach to unit

design. These groups are largely self-managed, generally rotate

jobs and often have "enriched" jobs. The growing importance of

alternative forms of work is attested to by the recent NATO confer-

ence are included in Peter Warr (ed.) Personal Goals and Work Design ,

(1976) .

The final set of applied behavioral science techniques are those

related to the re-design of individual jobs. Recent theories of

motivation have shown the important impact the design of jobs can

have on performance and satisfaction. Recent job enrichment work

indicates that tasks need to be designed to optimize: 1) worker

feelings of personal responsibility for a meaningful portion of

work; 2) providing outcomes which are intrinsically meaningful and

othert.vise experienced as 'worthwhile by individuals and 3) providing

-feedback about what is accomplished. (Lawler and Hackman, 1975)

.

All too little work in this has been done in the health field which

has many jobs, especially those of non-professionals calling for

job re-design.

Organizational Processes: Behavioral science research focuses

attention on the following issues relative to each of the processes.

Co.-nmunication: Small group research has indicated that in-

formation networks are important determinants of both problem

solving effectiveness and me,Tiber satisfaction. The key contingency

is task characteristics with simple routine problems being more

efficiently solved with centralized networks and more complex pro-





blems raquiring more open structures (Leavitt, 1951) . At the or-

ganization level research on formal organizational networks , in-

cluding Management Information Systems indicate that the key problems

for management entail developing communication procedures which min-

.

imize distortion, provide more timely information and seeing that

the organization has sufficient openness to facilitate upward and

downward communication (Porter and Roberts, 1976).

Control -- Organizations require control structures for regu-

lating organizational performance (Etzioni, 1975; Lawler, 1975).

Unfortunately, all too often control systems foster dysfunctional

organizational behavior and are known for encouraging numbers game

playing (Blau, 1955) . Some of the characteristics identified by

research in this area of successful organizational control systems

are 1) establishing controls with participation of those being con-

trolled by them; 2) making control measurements explicit and realistic;

3) identifying proper people for monitoring performance; and M-)

establishing procedures and responsibility for who and how perform-

ance is compared to standards; and 5) determining by whom and how

corrective action is taken when performance does not match stand-

ards .

Problem-Solving and Decsion-Making — A recent review of the

research on problem-solving in organizations (Maccrimmon and Taylor,

19 76) presents a contingency theory for managerial strategies to

d2al \\iith problems based on the degree of problem uncertainty, the

amount of problem complexity and the level of conflict among problem-

solvers. For each type of problem, strategies ranging from computer

modeling to Delphi methods are discussed. The implications for the

ABS of other research by Pettigrew (1971) and Nintzberg (1975) is

that it is essential to facilitate organizations to locate decision





making at appropriate organizational levels where the best sources

of data reside, involve those affected by the decision; and develop

mechanisms for managing the political conflict surrounding many or-

ganizational decisions.

Reward Systems — Research has clearly shown that what organi-

zations want to reward is often not what they are rewarding. It

is also clear that reward systems at all levels in the organization

greatly affect behavior. The challenge to the applied behavioral

sciences is to help organizations develop reward systems which re-

ward behavior that enhances organizational objectives and also that

recognize differences between groups and individuals regarding what

is rewarding (Lawler, 1972) . The expectancy model of motivation

discussed by Lawler and Nadler (1976 in this volume) provides one

powerful tool for the applied behavioral sciences.

^GLf-ki£tJ^§.Il§S^11?Ht — "^^he behavioral research on conflict has

shown that it is an inevitable fact of personal, group and organi-

z ational life which needs to be appropriately diagnosed and managed

in order to avoid its dysfunctional consequences and to enhance the

potential of obtaining some of its benefits (Deutsch, 1973; Walton,

1969) .

The organizational processes category includes the largest array

of applied behavioral science techniques. As a result, we will only

highlight two of those listed in Table 1.

Probably one of the most popular of management techniques for

improving organizational accountability and control is management by

objectives (MBO) . It is often toted as a panacea for all organiza-

tional problems. As Huse (1975) recently points out, in practice

it has fallen miserably short of meeting such expectations. Its

beauty, however, is that it makes a great deal of simple Intuitive





sense. The basic premise is that people should be evaluated for

what they accomplish, not for how they do it and that if people par-

ticipate in setting their own objectives, they will be more com-

mitted to them. MBO is a systematic procedure for joint boss/sub-

ordinate goal setting and follow-up evaluation. Where it works

successfully a number of conditions appear to be necessary. Thus,

the successful application of MBO occurs when: 1) the goals are

truly set collaboratively, 2) there is relatively high trust; 3)

cormnunication is relatively open. MBO does not fix these problems

and cannot work unless these other things are fixed, but when MBO

works, it does improve control and communication.

Another applied behavioral science technique for improving or-

ganizational processes is called data feedback based on an action

research model. It is a procedure whereby members of the organiza-

tion participate in the design, collection and analysis of data about

aspects of their functioning. The process is designed to stimulate

open coimmunication and confrontation around jointly defined problems.

It aims to improve organizational communication and problem-solv-

ing (Bowers, 1973; Nadler, 1976).

PEOPLE; There are three areas of research which we consider in

this area: 1) individual motivation; 2) interpersonal relationships

and interdisciplinary style and 3) leadership.

The most central of these factors is individual motivation.

The ABS is very much influenced by th^^ recent research of behavioral

scientists which indicates that earlier theories of motivation whether

they be reinforcement theories, self-actualization theories (Maslow,

igsi^l-) or social man theories (Scliein, 1970) are all too simplistic

and are being supplanted by contingency theories such as represented

in the Porter Lawler expectancy model presented by Lawle;:" and Nadler





(1976) in their chapter in this volume. The contemporary view of

motivation is that worker motivation is complex and that the rela-

tionship between worker needs and motivation, performance and satis-

faction is contingent on a variety of factors including the indivi-

dual's need structure, the characteristics of the job and the struc-

ture of the organization (Hackman, and Lawler, 1971)

.

In addition to important motivational variations between organ-

izational members , there are significant interpersonal style diff-

erences which affect the ability of individuals to work collabora-

±ively. This is especially relevant with regard to team and group

work. Research indicates that interpersonal relationships are af-

fected by both individual style and the organization structure. Very

often what appears to be an interpersonal problem is really a fault

of the socio-technical arrangement such as when a nurse concerned

with patient comfort confronts the housekeeping staff for waking up

a sleeping patient while mopping the floor. The interperosnal pro-

blem experienced by both individuals was probably due to the struc-

ture of the situation not to conflicting personal styles

-

Finally, leadership style is part of ' the individual component

of an organization. Traditionally, research was carried out in one

of t\-iQ camps . Those trying to identify the characteristics of a

great leader and those trying to identify the characteristics of a

good leadership role. More recent leadership research has taken a

contingency point of view arguing that effective leadership is a

combination of the individual leadership style and the particular

demands of the situation. (Fiedler, 1971; Vroom and Yetton, 1973)

.

The position taken by so.ne is that leadership style of an individual

re.Tiains quite constant and that yo\i therefore have to match leaders

to the "right" situation (Fiedler, 1971) ; while otlicrs argue that





leaders are able to modify their styles to fit the situation (Vroom

and Yetton, 1973)

.

Some of the applied behavioral science techniques listed in

Table 1 are focused primarily on changing individual attitudes and

behavior. These range from training to improve organizational skill

to interpersonal human relations training.

ENERGENT STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES: As stated earlier, all

organizations have emergent (informal) structures and processes. The

importance of these structures and processes has long been recognized

but until recently have not been systematically studied. Recent

research on organizational decision making (Pettigrew, 1971; Bucher,

19 70) attests to the importance of emergent structures such as coal-

itions and cliques as they operate in complex organizations . The

ABS are just beginning to address the issue of developing techniques

for designing organizations that promote the emergence of informal

structures (networks, coalitions and cliques) which are beneficial

to both individual members and the performance of the organization

(Tichy, 19 76)

.

This area represents one of the leading edges of ABS technology

in complex organizations. Only recently are techniques being developed.

Hornstein and Tichy (1975) describe a set of techniques for managing

emergent structures and processes including an organization design

developed by Marvin Weisbord and Paul Lawrence which combines a

matrix and a functional structure in u medical center. The struc-

ture fostered open and direct negotiation between departments and

informal interest groups for the allocation of resources.

TiiJ^MS _IN _qR(i\NIZATI ONS : Since Wrold War II, largely through

the work sparked by Lewin and his students (Cart\jright and Zander,

1968) , a growing body of group dynamics research has emerged which





can and is being applied in organizational settings including health

care settings. The research can be divided into two broad categories,

structure and process. Group and team structure research has focused

on such issues as the effects of group size, co,-nmunication structure

and task type on group performance (Davis, 1969). The process re-

search has focused on how the group deals with information, group

norms, individual versus group performance, and decision-making

(Kelley and Tibaut, 1968) . The results of thirty years of research

has led to a contingency view of team functions , that is , team per-

formance depends on a mixture of situational variables including the

characteristics of the task, the size of the groups, the group norms,

the time available to accomplish the task, the type of decision-mak-

ing process used and the characteristics of group members. The ap-

plied behavioral sciences have been activity involved in translating

this research on groups and teams into action since the now famous

19146 (Bradford, Benne and Gibb, 195M-) research project which led to

the start of T-groups, The most comprehensive applied behavioral

science work in this area has been carried out by Rubin et. al.

(1975) who have developed a set of team development procedures for

interdisciplinary health teams.

Change Processes : Research on the process of change both at a

macro-societal level and an organizationa level is relevant to health

administrators. At the macro level, change research focusing on

the impact of changing structure versus individual behavior on or-

ganizational performance and the evaluation of the impact of various

intervention technologies (Nadlcr et. al. 19 75) . Studies have also

been conducted on the agents of planned cliange (including behavioral

science and management consultants) comparing their theories and

approaches (Tichy, 19 73)

.





Patient : The final area of relevant behavioral science re-

search is related to factors affecting patient care . There are

three areas of research which are relevant. First, the behavioral

science work in social psychology on attitudes and behavior change,

learning theory and the relationship between psycho-social factors

and illness provide the groundwork for a variety of applied be-

havioral science interventions which can be used to facilitate pa-

tients taking more control of their own health. Learning theory

has led -to the development of various behavior modification problems

for dealing with such psycho-social issues as phobias, smoking and

over-eating.

Another area is patient/consumer advocacy. The work by Deutsch

(1973) and others on conflict resolution provides relevant behavioral

science material for constructively managing the interface between

consumer needs and demands and the health delivery system response.

Finally, the extensive anthropological, sociological and psycho-

logical work on families provides a basis for understanding the im-

pact of family structure and process on health. A variet of family

interventions exist to aid in treating the family as the basis unit

of health care and preventive medicine. (See Bott, 1971)

This brief overview of behavioral science research and related

application was meant to provide examples of how knowledge is being

developed and employed to imporve organizational effectiveness.

Such a discussion of research and technology related to our model

components provides a limited and incomplete view of now we pro-

pose the applied behavioral sciences can be most useful for health

administration. Rather than dealing v/ith each component separately.





Table 2

Levels of Organizational Functioning

Levels of Orjajanizational Functioning





we advocate a more integrated total organization approach to using

some of these techniques. Such an approach to applied behavioral

science in organizational settings is generally referred to as or-

ganizational development (Beckhard, 1969; French and Bell, 1973;

and Huse, 1975). The remainder of Section I of this chapter will

focus on the organization development process.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A HEALTHY ORGANIZATION

In shifting our focus to an organization development orienta-

tion, we draw vipon Mathew B. Miles' four level conceptualization of

organizational functioning. Managers have to be able to operate

at all four levels. Table 2 looks at some of the managerial skills

related to each level.

The first level is steady state operation , that is the on-going

regular routines of the organization. The administrator spends a

certain percentage of his/jier time doing steady state operations,

e.g. attending regular meetings, filling out reports, monitoring

the budget. Alas, all organizations break down and require repair

operations . The administrator spends a certain percentage of his/

her time doing "crisis" management or putting out fires, e.g. con-

flict between departments , budget crises , union problems . Luckily

most organizations also introduce new innovations into their systems

,

Therefore, the administrator spends time at level three operation,

innovation, keeping up on new developments in the field or on how

to manage more effectively and then works at implementing innova-

tion, e.g. nev\; computer system, a nev^/ MBO system. The final level

1. Relating Miles' concepts to the applied behavioral sciences
was first Introduced to one of tlic authors by Ur. Kenneth
Pollock.





of organizational functioning is what is called self-renewal ; that

is taking time out from levels 1, 2 and 3 and developing ways of do-

ing levels 1, 2, and 3 better. It is analogous to preventive medi-

cine for the organization. Self-renewal operation rarely occurs in

many organizations because of the seeming paradox of having to take

time away from the other three levels to be able to make those lev-

els function better. The applied behavioral sciences provide tech-

niques for improving organizational functioning at the first three

levels but as an overall integrated approach to improving organiza-

tional health the applied behavioral sciences is most related to

level four, self-renewal operation .

We propose that part of the administrator's role should be to

engage in self-renewal operation and that not to, leads to what

John Gardiner refers to as organizational "dry rot". Organization

development is an approach to organization self-renewal. - -

We will briefly discuss the organization development process

as applied to health organizations.

When talking about self-renewal and organizational effective-

ness, it becomes necessary to define what is meant by an effective

and healthy organization. Beckhard (1969) has developed a set of

normative criteria for a healthy organization which are based on a

set of assumption about individuals, groups and organizations.

These are all presented below.





Criteria of a Healthy Organization

A. It tends to be purposeful and goal directed . The leadership

of the organization, the heads of functions and programs, indi-

vidual units and people have, in addition to day to day inter-

ests, some relatively explicit goals and directions toward which

they are working.

B. Form follows function . The organization chart, the ways work

is organized and resources allocated, the location of decision

points , are defined by the v?ork requirements , not by the author-

ity or power requirements . Power is widely dispersed and dif-

ferentiated from (official) authority.

C. Decision are made based on location(s) of information rather

than roles in the hierarchy

.

D- The reward systemCs) are related to the work to be done — atten-

tion is paid to intrinsic as well as extrinsic rewards e.g. the

lower paid pediatrician's work is no less valued than the higher

paid surgeon's work.

E. Communication is relatively open. The norms or ground riiles of

this system reward differences of opinion on ideas, solutions

to problems, goals, etc., regardless of the authority relation-

ship of "differers".

F. Inappropriate competition is minimized; collaboration is re-

warded where it is in the organization's best interests.

G. Conflict is managed -- not suppressed or avaoided. The manage-

ment of conflicts over ideas, work, etc., is seen as an essen-

tial part of everyone's job.

]I. The organization is seen as an open system , embedded in complex

environment, the parts of whicli are constantly making demands .
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The management of this complex of demands ia a major part of

the executive job.

I. There is a conscious effort on the part of management to support

each individual's identity, integrity, and freedom. Work and

rewards are organized to maintain these.

J. There is an "action research" mode of management. The organi-

zation sees itself as always "in process" — needing to have

mechanisms for collecting information of the state of things

and consciously planning improvements. There are built in

"feedback mechanisms" (how are we doing?) at all levels.

These normative criteria- are based on the following sets of

assumptions held by most applied behavioral scientists about indiv-

diauls , groups and organizations which Huse (1975, 00, 23-21+) out-

lines :

Assumptions About Individuals

1. Western peoples have needs for personal growth and development.

These needs are most likely to be satisfied in a supportive and

challenging environment

.

2. Most workers and underutilized and are capable of taking on more

responsibility for their own actions and of making a greater con-

tribution to organizational goals than is permitted in most

organizational environments. Therefore, the job design, man-

agerial assumptions, or other factors frequently "demotivate"

individuals in formal organizations

.

Assumptions about People in Groups

1. Groups are highly important to people, and most people satisfy

their needs within groups, especially the work group. The work





includes both peers and the supervisor and is highly influen-

tial on the individual within the group

.

2. Work groups, as such, are essentially neutral. Depending on

its nature; the group can be either helpful or harmful to the

organization

.

3. Work groups can greatly increase their effectiveness in attain-

individual needs and organizationa requirements by working

together collaboratively. In order for a group to increase its

effectiveness, the formal leader cannot exercise all of the

leadership functions at all times and in all circustances

.

Group members can become more effective in assisting one

another.

Assumptions about People in Organizations

1. Since the organization is a system, changes in one subsystem

(social, technological, or managerial) will affect other sub-

systems .

2. Most people have feelings and attitudes which affect their

behavior, but the culture of the organization tends to suppress

the expression of these feelings and attitudes. IVhen feelings

are suppressed, problem solving, job satisfaction, and personal

growth are adversely affected.

3- In most organizations, the level of interpersonal support,

trust, and cooperation is much lower than is desirable and

necessary

.

M-. Although "win-lose" strategies can be appropriate in some

situations, many "win-lose" situations are dysfunctional to

both employees and the organization.
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5. Many "personality clashes" between individuals or groups are

functions of organizational design rather than of the individ-

duals involved.

5 . When feelings are seen as important data , additional avenues

for improved leadership, communications, goal setting, inter-

group collaboration, and job satisfaction are opened up.

7. Shifting the emphasis of conflict resolution from "edicting"

or "smoothing" to open discussion of ideas facilitates both

personal growth and the accomplishment of organizational goals

,

8. Organizational structure and the design of jobs can be modi-

fied to more effectively meet the needs of the individual, the

group, and the organization.

The Process of Organization Development

When one is thinl<ing in large systems terms, Beckhard (1969)

defines organization development as 1) planned, 2) system-wide,

3) top supported, ^) behavioral-science knowledge based effort to

improve organizational health. In order to accomplish these ob-

jectives the following conditions generally need to exist:

1. There is a planned program involving the whole system

based on careful system diagnosis.

2

.

The top of the organization is aware of and committed to

the program and to the management.

3. It is related to the organization's mission (The ABS

effort is not a program to improve effectiveness in the

abstract. Rather, it is an effort to improve effectiveness

aimed specifically at creating organization conditions that
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will improve the organization's ability to achieve its mis-

sion goals)

.

1. It is a long term effort. Usually two or three years are

required for any large organizational change to take effect

and be maintained.

In order to carry out successful organization development effort,

there are specific aspects of the change process which are critical.

We have organized these under the headings of: diagnosing organi-

zational health, planning improvement strategies, selecting inter-

vention technologies, action plan and action, and evaluating applied

behavioral science efforts.

It should be noted here that many organization development

efforts involve the use of external behavioral science consultants

who work with the organization in the planning and implementing

phases. The role of the consultant is to work collaboratively with

the organization rather than as an expert who directs the effort.

Therefore, it should be kept in mind that the following discussion

of the organization development process is one in which outside con-

sultant help is generally required.

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CHANGE PROCESS:

Self-Renewal Operation

All self-renewal operations involve organizational change . This

section provides an overview of the phases of the change process.

Diagnosing Organizational Health

At the core of all organization development efforts is a care-

ful diagnosis of current organizational conditions. As emphasized

in earlier writings by Beckhard (1959) , "The development of a strat-
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egy for systematic improvement of an organization demands an exam-

ination of the present state of things."

In order to avoid the "Little boy with a hammer problem" an

organization model such as the one we presented is used for diagnosis,

The model provides the guidelines for selecting diagnostic informa-

tion and for arranging the collected information into meaningful pat-

terns. This forms the basis for evaluating dysfunctional aspects

of social systems . The organization model functions much like the

physicians' model of the human system. The physicians' model of

the human system. The physician conducts tests, collects certain

vital information on the human system, and evaluates and interprets

this information based on his model. Once the diagnosis is made,

the model guides the selection of the appropriate medical interven-

tion. The organizational model is used in a similar fashion guid-

ing the collection of information, its analysis, and the selection

of an intervention strategy, which in turn is followed by selection

of appropriate intervention techniques, an assessment of conditions

for success, an evaluation and action plan.

The medical analogy must be made v^ith great caution as the ap-

plied behavioral science approach to organizational health runs

counter to many of the practices of traditional medical care. In

traditional practice, the medical expert prescribes to the patient,

whereas in the organization development approach the patient is

actively involved in his/her own diagnosis and prescription,
(Tichy. 1976)

Kaplan (196i|-) in his discussion of scientists compares them to
"little boys with hammers". He states that "if you give a little
boy a harnnier he will find Liiat everything needs pounding." Like-
wise, if you give a manager an applied bc]iav:Loral science tech-
nique lie may find it improves everything.
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perceptions of each other
throu.'h confrontation
situations. Observation.
Team d ii^rnostic meetings .

Helatlve s^iccess or failure in
viiriou:: sta-es of service
history. Performance reputation
and record.

I.ndividu;;!
behavior.

atlsfa-!tion and

Interviews with key
per..;onnel. Anr.ual reports,
financial records and
performance data. Interviews
with key informants in the
community

.

Survey que;- tionnaires .and

inlervi«:-«s . tiat.a on turn-
over, absenteeism and late-





Table 3 shows how one would proceed to diagnose a system using

our organizational model. For each of the components of the model,

examples of information being sought and methods for obtaining the

information are presented. Note, that not all organization develop-

ment efforts start with a total system diagnosis, often a sub-system,

such as a department efforts start with a total system diagnosis,

often a sub-system, such as a department is the starting point. In

either case, hov^7ever, the first step is systematic diagnosis using

a diagnostic model.

The diagnosis is conducted in a collaborative action research

mode, that is, the manager possibly with the help of an organization

development consultant actively collaborates with organization mem-

bers in the collection and analysis of information for action plann-

ing.

Action research describes the process which provides the under-

pinning for the ABS self-renev>7al process presented in '^-.v-^., 2.

French and Bell (1973) define action research as:

the process of systematically collecting research data
about an ongoing system relative to some objective,
goal or need of the system; feeding this data back to
the system based on the data and on hypotheses and evalu-
ating the results of actions by collecting more data,
(p. 84-85)

The long term objective of organization development efforts is to

create the conditions and skills for the organization to continually

engage in the self-renewal action research process to enhance organ-

izational effectiveness. Therefore, the stages in Figui^e 2 are

steps in a problem solving process which must be continually re-

accomplished (Schein, 1970; Weick, 1969). The implementation of

the diagnostic phase involves meeting with key organization members:
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1) to determine the system to be diagnosed, i.e. total organization,

management team, department; 2) to agree on the model for diagnosis,

such as, our model; 3) to agree on how data is to be collected, by

v\;hom and when; and 4-) how data will be used to develop a change

strategy.

Data Collection Procedures . There are five basic procedures

for collecting diagnostic information each with advantages and dis-

advantages. Table ^ summarizes the five approaches including some

of their advantages, disadvantages and sources for further reading.

The choice of diagnostic procedures is guided by an assessment of

the trade-offs involved in any given situation. However, it is

generally desirable to use multiple diagnostic techniques (Levinson.

1972). Examples of diagnostic data collection approaches include:

1. A hospital administrator and his department heads decide

to conduct a hospital wide survey of the 1500 staff members

using a structured questionnaire the results of which are to

be fed back to work groups throughout the hospital in order

for them to problem-sove ways for improvement.

2

.

An ambulatory care unit decides to have a consultant

inverviev^7 each member, observe them at work and hold a one

day feedback session in order to begin developing a strategy

for improving the effectiveness of the unit.

3. The director of a neighborhood health center decides to

have the five members of top management meet with 25 middle

managers in a one day diagnostic confrontation meeting





Procediire

estionnaire
Survey

Advanta):;;e

-data from large num-
ber of people
-standardization for
measuring change
over time
•relatively inexpen-
sive
quick

-measures attitudes
not behavior

-questionable validity
-requires honesty on
part of respondents

Disadvantage Further Reading

'

Price, Handbook of
Organization Measuremi

servation

terviews

rich behavioral
data
deep understanding
of an organization's
ciilture
build relationships
with members of the
organization

takes a great deal
of time
sampling bias (may
get biased view of
system because
everything can't be
observed
subjective , therefore
measurement of change
over time difficult
requires a great deal.

of trust to get
accepted to make
observations

Strauss

,

Field Methods

combines some ad-
vantages of
questionnaire with
a chance to observe
some member behavior
and establish rela-
tionships V'^ith

organizations

limited data on
actual organiza-
tional behavior
time consuming
sampling problems
in large systems

Cook et al. Research
Methods in Social

rkshops-
iagnostic Meeting:

mobilizes organiza-
tional groups to
take action

- quick
- makes data real for

everyone involved
- reinforces the

"action research"
proces-- :

requires high
committment to
take action
may lead to
superficial,
biased diagnosis

Beckhard, Organizatioi
Uevelopment

curnents and
ecords

often readily
avail;il)le

providis good
unobtmisive measiu?es
proviu . (JiLii over
time
incxsH-ns l\-c' data som

- limited number of
relevant diagnos-
tic areas recorded
in documents and
records

Webb et al, Unobtrusi-'

Measures





at which a consultant aides in identifying issues which

a) top management alone needs to work on, b) top management in

collaboration with middle management alone can work on. The

day ends with action planning for next steps

.

Interpretation of Data . Once the information has been collected

the organization model provides the framework for its interpretation.

The basic underlying approach to interpretation of complex systems

is what Nadler and Tushman (1976) describe as the fit hypothesis:

Other things being equal, the greater the total degree
of consistency or fit between the various components , the
more effective will be organizational behavior at multiple
levels. Effective organizational behavior is defined
as behavior which leads to higher levels of goal attain-
ment, utilization of resources, and adaptation.

In addition to "fit" between the components of the organization

model, is the fit between current organizational conditions and the

criteria of a healthy organization listed previously

.

The actual format for interpretation varies depending on the

situation but follows a general set of guidelines. These are:

1. Recognition of diagnosis as an intervention -- purpose

of organizational diagnosis is not limited to providing a

systematic understanding of current systems conditions but

equally important it is a collaborative process for energizing

system members to want to work on jointly "felt needs". The

orderly collection of data and its public feedback to system

members results in mobilizing and releasing energies for change.

2. Opportunity for thorough processing of diagnostic data --

it is important for organization members to feel "ovmership"

of Liic (ii .ij'.uostic data, tlioreforc, meftine.s need to Ijp held

w.i. [:li or,v',cinI/.aL"i.iin ineinljcrs in wliLch the data and its implica-

tions can be openly discussed and exploited.





Table S

el CateRory

Examples of
Change Strategies

(Levers For chanse)

Examples of
Change Techniques

(Technology')

brmation Process
ion & Objectives

technical Arrangement s

- Prescribed
- Emergent

zational Processes

Communication

Control

Problem-Solving
and decision-
making

Reward System

Conflict
Management

dual -Group Component

- Individual style

Interpersonal

Group culture

change the environment
anticipate environmental
changes
alter characteristics of
input
clarify
change
build on-going mechanism
for re-examining and
changing

Technical change (work flow)
- Social structure change
- Explicitly examine emer-
gent netX'/orks and change
through new prescribed
arrangements

Change the flow
Change the content
Change the quality level
of distortion

Establish collaboratively
designed control system
Clarify standards and
corrective action mechan-
isms

Develop routine and non-
routine procedures
Alter decision-making
structure levels,
patterns of involvement

deal with individual differ-
ences
relate to organizational
objectives

alter socio-technical
arrangements
develop inter-group
mechanism for handling
develop interpersonal
For liandling conflict

alter selection and
placement of individuals
train individuals
develop individuals for
future

Increased interaction and
communication

change the norms and values
about work and how to btihuvi

in work settings

inter-organizational linkages
coalition building
organizational set analysis
open systems planning*
strategic planning
Goal confrontation meeting
Multi-level planning

Contingency theories of
organization design, e.g.
differentiation and
integration*
Autonomous work groups
job enrichment
Role analysis technique
Socioriietric Network analysis

Re-design communication
networks
Data- feedback*

Management by Objectives*
System
Management information system

Data feedback- survey feedback*
Responsibility Analysis

Scanlan plan

integrating meclianisms

organizational mirroring
confrontation meeting
Role negotiation
third party consultation*

Life planning - career
developmenf*
assessment center
different selection criteria
leadership training
education: technical skills
sensitivity training
coaching and counseling

sensitivity training

Team Building
Process Consultatiorf*-'

* These techniques presented in more detail in Table to .





3. Identification of areas for organizational improvement

— using the fit hypothesis and the ABS model the organiza-

tion members often in collaboration with consultant help,

identify organizational areas needing improvement. If possible,

priorities are established regarding what needs to be improved

first.

The next phase in the organization development effort is strategy

formulation.

Planning Improvement Strategies

Once the diagnostic activities have resulted in identifying

areas for improvement, the next step is to begin deciding on what

to do in order to improve the current state of affairs. The tend-

ency of most administrators is to jump quickly to solutions. This

often results in immediately selecting an improvement technique

without having worked out an improvement strategy. For example, if

the problem is identified as conflict between nurses and the house

staff, jumping right to an intervention technique such as sensitiv-

ity training intervention assumes that the appropriate strategy is

to alter individual and interpersonal style, when if fact the real

cause of the problem may be embedded in the socio-technical arrange-

ments therefore requiring an altogether different intervention. It

is important to distinguish between intervention strategy which en-

tails identifying the underlying change mechanisms, and the inter-

vention technology which is the specific set of procedures for

carrying out the strategy. (See Table 5 for examples of strategy

and technology)

Strategy formulation entails the use of the organizational

model to help in identifying lovers for change and improvement.





These levers emerge from an understanding of what happens when dif-

ferent categories of the model are altered. For example, it is nec-

essary to know what happens when the socio-technical arrangements

are changed, how will change affect dicision-making and communica-

tion and vice versa. Strategy formulation is based on the dynamic

systems view of organization which assumes that change in any one

component in the model will ultimately lead to first and second

order changes elsewhere in the system.

As outlined in previous writing on strategy formulation,

Beckhard (1969) indicates that the final determination of a change

strategy is arrived at through a complex sorting out of issues and

tradeoffs. The following issues need to be taken into account.

A. What is the change problem? Attitudes? Behaviors? Structural

changes? Process changes? What are the interrelationships and

the priorities?

B

.

\^at is the appropriate subsystem involved in the problem?

VVhich individuals, groups, or units are involved and affected?

This may or may not be related to the organizational chart.

C. What is the willingness and capability of the system to change?

What are the competencies and environmental constraints? Is

the person or persons that want to bring about change in the

right location? What is his influence potential?

D. When a consultant is used, vi?hat ere the motives and resources

of the change agent? To what degree is he an advocate or a

methodological consultant? What is the desired change from

the consultant's point of view? What resources does he have

and/or not have for the problem?





E. IVhat are the intermediate change goals and strategies? What

should be done in the short run? In the long run? If, for

example, it seems appropriate to start with team building or

goal setting, where should it start? What is an intermediate

strategy, e.g., starting with the top team? What other

approaches should be considered?

F. What are the initial entry points? What leverage does the

change agent have within the system? What is the readiness

of the system to change? What accessibility is there to the

change manager? What is the linkage to the system? What

approaches can balance the three (readiness, accessibility

and linkage) to provide an optimum effect?

Table 5 provides specific examples of strategies and how they

relate to the model categories. Often multiple strategies are used

in the same ABS effort, therefore. Table 5 can be misconstrued as

an oversimplification. An example of how diagnosis can lead to

strategy formulation is

:

The diagnosis indicated that individuals in the
laboratory v\?ere frustrated because of the boring
repetitive nature of their work, each being limited
to narrow highly specialized tasks resulting in high
absenteeism and turnover. The problem was diagnosed
as an individual/task incongruent fit. Two alter-
native strategies are to: 1) change the selection
and training procedures to find people with lower
needs for interesting work; or 2) to alter the task
providing more variety and complexity. Once the
preferred strategy is selected then the specific
change technology can be determined, examples of
which are found in Table 6

.

Selecting Intervention Technologies

Each technique for organizational improvement only works well

under a limited set of conditions. For example, job enrichment may





Table 6

Motla.-n OD Tpcliniques

Dt'lmilicjii F0CU3 Basic Assumptions

A c aQrv)5!;c a?ffonch
A'l'C.'' QaNT^rs intfirria-

ticn nuou! Ihi? ir.'tiia-

panrnonral vi iner-

gfoup 'J.!l .icnces cf

oriijntaticn wiir. 'e-

sp?cl to tirie. irierper-

sonal rclal'ons. coils,

ancl btfucture It also

Kjeniilies t|-.e integra-

tive mechan.sms lor

dealirx; v<ilh toosie C'\-

(erences in c.-aer to

achieve collatwfat.on

*ithin the total organ;-

zation.

Cach oroup, ciocjfi-

miinl. or unn is sljcJmd

in lerniG ol its r.eeds

an3 rr.ethods Ol neet-

irg Inoie neevls ir. or-

de- to oest accomplish

Its task, Intergroup in-

terlaces and methods
ol dealing vi.lh cillor-

ences are also ol ma-

jor interest.

Dil'ercjil areas ol 3i-

signme.li wilhm an or-

ganizal'Or. need to be

structured uillerently in

order lo U:sl accom-
plish thoir i^urposes.

Inlegiative mecha-

n.sms m^st t>e de-

signed to t^r.dga the

dillerencos and pro-

vide ellective collabo-

ration.

GCkiis

Ider.tily dil':!rentialion

needs, inlegrjlive

mechan;oms. and
methods ol conflict

resolution Redesign to

Isettar lit the environ-

iTieritjl demands upon

the various groups

Advantages Disadvantages

HPips in lrienIl^•lng

pr^ssiWe intergroup

problems.

Very ellective as a di-

agnostic tool.

Focuses on ttisk.

structure, gonls. etc
,

rath;>r than personality

dimensions

Uselul in idontitying

environmental do-

mands.

Takes into account

system intnrdependen-

cies

Adi-ptaL'le in a consis-

tent rnanntr lo local

co.^di lions and prcb-

lemr.

Written diajnos.s .s

usually provided.

Extensive complex di-

agnosis IS necessary

K/jnimum locus on in-

dividual problems

Depends heaviy on
other lrchn.ques lof

impler.-.entation ol

change.

Holat'vely less used
presently than other

mo'e common ap-

proaches.

A process lof idenfy- Persona! development

mg r^'soiai sireno^hs :»nd increased contri-

ei-d successes in order bjl'On to organizational

lo estab'ish a base lor go^ls.

accorr.oi.shing psr-

sonal. care?r. aid

;

ganiza' or-.al goals.

Career opportun.'ies..

Kr'ore creative use ol

indivdual arid crgani-

zationa! reiou'ces.

3. Ktenage.meni ty A process whereby tne

ot«;ecV.«s sup^i-pr and the SL'i-

ordir'ate- ^:lom^crs r'

an e.nte'prise pntly

analyze Iheir assign-

rr^enli ir. terms ol rea-

son ;— existence ?r-d

co'itribution lo Inc mis-

sion ol the orginca-

lion f.'utijally me,,-

ider-.t.t>' expscled re-

sults and est.ibiish '

rr.easures as guides lor

evaluation ot ptrl.-rm-

ante A special »>liorl

IS made lo locus on
the dosircd results, rot

on the rr.'.-thc<Is ol

cneviry tl>e results

Identih/ing strengths

and p-ovidmg relevant

training does lead to a

more productive use ol

individual resources.

The cr'janization ex s's

lor the benefit ol a'l

members.

Individual lullillme'it

brings increased or-

ganizational eilective-

ness and optimizes u'ie

ol member skills

Individual and o-gani-

zalional yoals can

complement each

other.

Improve Individual re-

sources.

Watch tasks with indi-

vidual strengths and

resou'ces and desires.

Increase personal

g'ov.m and 'ultilimenl.

Hnrmonizo organiza-

lion.il and individual

yoais

Pr,manly "end rs-

su"s." he.xo on

"tisk."

Key :c success is

V. hr>r groups 3n3 indi-

viduals no3h yr^iili

and e"c"s to succeed

in the "suuation
"

It can apply to any
mar'.ii-cr or individual

.no I I'ti.' v.'h.ii level ol

liii'r.tiori inJ to a.ny

oryjn.MVon. rerjard-

lesi ol •. .'e

Oraan'Zdlion und/O'

ifiriiv Ju^ls hav.». or

can bo given, elemerits

ol "planning" and
"coit'rj; as v/eli as

ttte tiinclion ol

"doing
"

neasonable and nor-

nvni control Over activi-

ties and results is de-

sirable

Theory Y beliet", atxjut

peop'e. il maximum
po'ent'.il ot 1/30 as an

on slra'cgy 15 10 be
achieved

Career conllicts laced

and resolved.

Especially uselul m
mergers, rap'd rjrov/lh.

acq'iisitions. etc.

Actualization cl po'en-

tia' ot all membs'S

Clsniic-otion ol roles

and O';ctations

Id^ntilicatiori ol per

scnai goats arid or-

ganizational gcsls.

Teim-buildno device

lor a", already co*ie-

sive graup

Happy, dedTjteJ, con-

'ribut.nq. sell-cCtual'Z-

ing empioy.es

May not survve

change in top mj-.3go-

ment.

Dissatislaclior^ il v/crk

s^/lrJS Connol be al-

tered

Possible irfr,ngru9Mcy

bc-t.veen rejlity and
what r."e wcu'd like

wo'k to-be

Conli'cis between indi-

viduals' cnreer goals

Requires greal arnojnl

ol flexibility on Ifie part

ol management

Improved perforrperce

ol crcanizKlion and in-

dividuals,

Con.-dinalion o! re-

sources

Inc eased ov^nersh'p in

decisions and gt^iils

Improved m^risurenient

o! results

Ciarilicntion ol respon-

r bi'ilies and goals.

l-ixusei nrt rrir-nsur-

ablr; results

Con'ains in its pro-

ctissus tne |.-.7dM0iially

recojriied miinage-

menl sirucluro,

G .es part'Cioani re-

sponsibility lor rjeci-

sion rn.-il-inij

pens iioi limit n.eth-

ods —oi.ly eriU resulls.

Results locuv tends 10

obscure piTcess ^nd

clinwe issu-. 3

1 he tendency to

"simulate ' s'larec rfe-

cisio" niakiiici v.hen iri

rcr.lity the d-.-i 'Sicns

erf i.ilitjteij!

Diverse mir.r-.oncep-

lions atout /.hal NtUO
is or IS not

vi-iv-^^T





s.on" flod aniilyMig .ill Tro orgonii^iiionol pro-
(tle>/ani varialifis inHi- cesses mat ncal lo ba
out as oell ao wiW-» rno<;.;ieJ :n oiao' to
the oJcaniZ3t;CKi. bc^, gi^^p, .q gnviron-

meiilal demands.

lobr

Orcjiinijaiions c^in lo a

Qft;ii il«virce control

Ihoir ini.wnol and ex-

ternal optraiions and
environmftnl

Tie complex organisa-

tion is a set of inie.rte-

pendenl pans wli,cn

lO'jt'lher make up a

wliolo b.vause eacii

Ci-Vitribules sorTielhing

and receives somo-
thing (rom Hie Ahj!e.

which in tLirn is inter-

dt.-cenc'ert '.viiii some
larger cnvionmonl,

U:K)erstanoing organi-

zations involves much
more man undersland-

ing goals and mo ar-

rangcmeats that are

dovelopied lor Iheir ac-

complishment.

Organizations are af-

fected by what comes
Into them in me form

of input, ijy what tran-

spires inside the or-

ganiza!ion. and by the

nature of me environ-

mental acceptance of

the orgnii.zai.on and
Its ojrpvjt

Mnne e«piicii tne oe-

niarids fiom other sys-

tems

Look at present or-

ganisational response

lo demands

Redesign of system to

be more aclive in

meeiing iis environ-

ment and accomplish-

ing Its mission

Directly specilying

those eiomenls imricr-

tant lor organizational

analysis

Survival ol the system

ers. new lop manage-
ment, etc

Useful v/hen things

seem tco good

Useful when aoilily to

peifo'm IS impai.-ed by
other ou'siue groups

Useful when a g'oup is

ju't formi.ng or conung
into v-ijtonce

Usotui at re<;ulaf inter-

vals ol approximately

5 years

Especially useful tor

oryanizalions v.ith

"service" type lech-

nologies.

Useful vyhen organiza-

tion rereives undue
Cfiticivn.

Useful io uniia lotdl or-

ganization to accom-
plish its mission.

When well dene, it re-

solves some ol the or-

ganization's m.ost difli-

cu!l problems.

EstaSlisnes a repre-

sen'.a;.va "core
group"

wnicn Rniaiis some
risk of negative out-

come

Typ,cali/ recjires

much ellort in follow-

through

Rcqu.res careul pljfi-

ni.-.g. marac:'T-.flnl.

-ind comm.tmftnl.

Usually requ'es a
fair!/ hijjh time corn-

milmenl especially on
the pa't of icp m.an-

agemen;.

Relatively new and un-

developed at present.

PC IS a set ot activities All interpe'sonal pro-

on the pan c' the con- cesses within the or-

sultant which help the ganizclion. All (or at

cl'enl to perceive, un- least primary) lelation-

de'Sland, and set upon ships and procedures.

pro;ess events which

occur m the clients

environment.

This pro.":ess consul-

tant seekb ic (live the

clien;s insigt'l" into

what is going on

a.ounj lliem. v/itnin

them, and t;ctv.'een

tnem and olfier people.

The events to be ob-

se.-ved and learned

trom are p-.nanly the

var.ous fiuman actions

which ocu ir in the

norma' t!o-.v ct v^oik. in

me ronduc.l of loeel-

inrjs. and in iormai or

intcrmal en:oun;or3

behvecn m.f^.beri of

the otganiza'ion CI

particular leWvsnce

arc the clijn' •.> o.'.n

actions and IliOii im-

pact on olhor people

The process model

slarls with the assump-
tion that me organiza-

tion knows how to

solve Its ('articular

problems or knows
how to get help in

solving them, out mat

it often does nol know
how to use Its oivn re-

sources ellechvaiy ei-

ther in initial prcMom
solution or in imple-

mentalron o! solul.ons.

The prc'-.ess model

further assumes that

inadeqtiaie use of in-

ternal resoi.irces or in-

elfeclive implementa-

lion rCiUlls f'om

process problnms. i e..

thai people 'ai! lo com-
municale ellertively

with each other, or de-

velop mis'rusl. or en-

gage in rtesuuclive

competition, or punish

Ifiosc who lliey moan
to reward and vice ver-

sa. Of fail 10 give feed-

back, and so on.

The goal of the pro-

cess consultant is lo

help me orgenizstion

lo solve Its own prob-

lems by m.3king it

aware o; organizational

processes and of me
consequences of these

process.^s and Ihe or-

ganization !o learn

Irorn sell-diagnosis and

self inlervention Tfio

ullimale concerr of Ine

prcx-Sis cons-jliant is

the org<;n;za'icns ca-

paciiy to do lor itself

what he or she f;ns

done lor il Wtiere Ihe

standard ccr.-.ullanl is

more concerr.ed arxxit

passing on Knowltdgs.

the procc'.s l.'JDl'^ull.-.n|

is cor..-=rned abfijl

passing on skills and

valu'.-s.

Goes hand in hand
with team and interper-

sonal relations Iraming.

Conducted on me job

in the ncmal v.orK set-

ling

Effective solution of 'n-

tctperronal, individual,

a.nd intergroup prob-

lems

Iri'.ndeil lo bjiid the

neei'ed cloil m Ihe par-

ticipants to carry on.

v.'ith little external con-

la.;!

Participants assume
lo'l responsibility lor

change efforts.

Ch.inge lends lo pe

rel.T.iveiy permanent

Oigdi^ic i.T nature.

Conlritiu! js lo«aro e(-

li?;l;ve solutions in any

and ;;ll areo;- involving

hL.ii.in r«,Migs

Does nol afford the in-

tensive involvement of-

fered by various forms

of mterpe'sonrtl re'3-

tions trainirg or learn

building

Takes mlo -ticcounl

only the process is-

sues.

Recuires sustained iiv

volvemen; c/er a 2- or

3-yoar period

6 Survey- A proceso of galhering

Icfedback-action d'lla usuahy by inier-

plan-L.-.Q vie.-., obseivation. or

questionn.i.re jboui

impon.ini oiijuniZHlion-

al or g'cup concerns

Tl:e d.ii.1 ai.i uimira-

nzcd .jnd fr^d DscK lo

Ihe gicup rn.ri.bc-rs

ard use-J cs impetus

lijr dia;j!.-,inn ol

rcvded ci.jr.g.^s.

Fla.ni ;oi i cf.on are

me.-. riaJj a.ifi .n iiosl

cases c: ri;'.uivi;y is

taki'n tc. p c-fle a

conipat-il vo m-.Msure

o' char^ji; l/.;loie drv3

alter Oiicuss.on.

Gelling inlormalion

llowmy wiihin the sys-

tem.

Work groups and tneir

v.ort.-rol.-ileJ concerns.

Relevant issues as de-

nned tjy consjllanl or

die.-.t.

Grganizbt.oiia! clim.ote

and/oi mana'emeni

Data alone win provide

an impetus lor discus-

sion nno solul.on oi

problsms

Decision mako.'O v/ill

accept Ihe .iroN::a'ions

ol srien'..!icsily valid

ddla

Dala-tjollieting mclh-

c^'^r, h,:vo no d.s.-n.:ree-

at>le S'.gr.ilicr.ni i.'i.er-

venlion i.-ipoCl ur-on

tho org.imzotx'n

f'rovidi.ng Ihe neces-

sary jccurato inlorma-

lion for p'op-^f decision

making ;o Itiose re-

sponsible for deci-

sions

incieaoing Ihe partici-

pation ot a greater

number ol resource

people m m.ii>agemenl

decisions.

Can b-i adapted lo any

area ol inierest or is-

sue rel'-^varil lo organi-

zation me.Tibsrs

Can be prganza-

tionwido or used only

by IhGSO group:; mcsl

inlcj(;sl-'!d

Provides for easy mea-

Si.rtmorit and compari-

son cf l>ffore and .'itler

any chcv3r-. ii.ierven-

tion

V.-I.(!.;ICJ. roll;.; lo

quoi.lionnarcs already

ovaili.tle for uc in

sev.ura!-jreas ol con-

cern.

May t>e .in elfeci'va

way of clMnQ.ng "ard

daia inc.c.iicrr. as /.on

is li-ii rjOji'c'ivO m..j-

Ofi'jn requires com-
pjtar for ara'ys'S of

Ou'a

Cv;nc.-f nip Of dafa is

or.cn difficult lo

achieve.

."lequires extensive

prepar.ilioii lor feed-

back sessions in ordar

10 ensure tlieciive-

nes3.

Tirr.e lag bci.veen data

coilcclicn a.'.d leod-

back minnrjzes tlltc-

live.ness.





fV.iir;ili;rf' Focus B<isic Assiimpiions Gails Advanlnce"!

A melhod cf Icarnirvj

and planniDg 'of

change tn wrtich !h«

participants are ^eJppd

to diagnose a^d expe-

rience their owT be-

havior, culture, anc' re-

lationships Sk'll

exercises, si.-nu'grions.

Ilieoretical Cisru^sions,

and real work analysis

arxJ planning are done
in a specially designed

er»vironmerit.

Interpersonal and
group skills.

Group expectations

and goals.

Intensive prob'ern solv-

ing.

Expression o( leel-

ings— ernotional be-

havior.

A p:cT<;sr. of d.^cl^os-

i.^g re.-u'reiil coi'llir.l

Detv/ccn ptison'i or

groups Then on the

bG3!S of O'jr under-

stand ng ol ttie ci/norrt-

ics o; ;n;crpersonal

conflict episodes, per-

(ormi.ig a number ol

s;rat:;jic tuficiioi.s

v^hich ioOiIilate a con-

strjclive cont.-of.tation

di the confuci.

"Interpersonal con't.al

m organizriliCii^' rat-

lings." s'jc!) -is d;tler-

er.c>?s Let'.veeri l-j:i';w

niemtjers o! a covcin-

ing coiiTiiiilce. hends

o( inter related Ceparl-

rnonti. a m.5na5sr and

his or hot boss

l;iter;)e:3cnal conilicl is

do'ined t'cadi/ to in

ciudo both (1) inlorper-

scna! disagreement

over subsljntive is-

sues, such as d.ller-

erw.es O'.'er organiza-

tional structures,

policies, and practices,

and (2) interpersonal

antagonis.T.s. ihai is.

the mo.e pcrso.nai and

emotional difierences

which arise beiv/een

interdependent human
beings.

The amounl ol work

earned out by wo'kers
IS determined not by
their physiciil capaci-

ties but by their social

capacities, noneco-
nomic re>-, ards are

most importjnl in the

motivation a. Id satis-

laction ol wor^erG.

who react to their work
Situations as g'oups

and not as individuals,

the leadef is not nec-

essarily the person ap-

pointed to bo in

charge, informal lead-

ers can develop who
have more pov.pr. the

ellective supervisor is

"employec-conterod"

and "lOb-centered".

that IS. he or she re-

gards his or her job as

dealing w.th human
beings as well as with

the work, communica-
tjon and paMicipation

in decision matNing are

some ol the mr^st sig-

nilicanl rewards which
can tie ollered to ob-

tain (he conmitinent ol

the individuals.

Increased trust, ooon-
ness. and team work.

Joint planning and
comrnitmeni to action

Impfovcd work climate.

Improved imjividunl

and group jntorachcin

and communication
skills.

Disoovantagos

Cultural and en-/iton-

mental change.

Improved conllict reso-
lution skills.

Improved data llgw

within organiza"! JUS.

Especip'ly uselul '.or in-

dividual growth nnd in-

terpersonal skill devel-

opment

Uselul in establishing

edeclive working

teams.

Provides opporlunit>'

(or 'nierprirsonal feed-

back a:'alysis of inter-

personal processes.

Provide opportunity loi

exammalior; ol trie so-

6al impact a.nd ccse-
quences ol ones bi-

havior.

3ui!Js dsmocralic and
parlicipatiVB norms.

Payo'ls sometimes in-

dividually rjlhof than

organizalionaily ori-

ented.

Possible I'jnd'jncies

toward exlrerrism on
the part ol some par-

tic.p-ints

Relatively high emo-
tional Oumands re-

quired

Cfton seen as subjec-

tive rather than ob;ec-
tive in ic'ms ol mea-
surable results

Pos'iible misuse as
"IheraoyV lor j.'.siab'e

or unprc-duclive irerT>-

bers in the org.in;.:j-

tion. —

The innumerable inier-

depcndoncies inherent

in organizations make
interpersonal contlicts

ireviloble Fven it it

wei.^ thougtit to be d3-

sirable. il woulo not be
possible to create or-

gan. lations tree from

interporconal conflicts.

The amounl ol emo-
lional energy neces-

sary to ccnlront a con-

ilicl and resolve it is

often l~;ss in the long

run thnn the amount ol

energy necessary to

suppress It

Indirect conflicts, have

the :ongf;st l.le expec-

tancy iiid have the

must costs that cannot

he charged back

aga:rist the original

cor.l.'Ct.

To develop the inter-

pe'Ecnal skills and lo

Creole an open con-

tronlive organizalionrii

climate conducive to

effociivc confl.c: reso-

lution.

To develop capacities

Within or availaole to

organizations mat
make it possible lo re-

solve more ol the inter-

personal conflicts and

lessen Ihe costs ol

Ihoso which cannot

read.ly be resolved

To increase the au-

thent'city ol the rela-

tionships and the per-

sonal integrity

experienced in the re-

lal.onships.

iJSeluI on the pb in

the "real" work set-

ting.

P.'ovices resolution ol

problems so that ener-

gies can be used tor

productive purposes

ralhftr than to protect

or defend

Provijcs a balance ol

power tor Ihe disad-

vantaged.

Provides a third ("ob-

lectivc") view ol other-

wise polarized issues.

Provides lor the "rel-

eree" lunclion in inter-

personal conllict is-

sues.

Cin provide a con-

structive arr.ourl of

anxiety, i e.. a certain

pressure is iorr.elimes

necessary lor resolu-

tion or corrlrcr.iit.on o(

prccloms

Deals with on'/ .ine ol

many developiTient

areas.

Reqiiirer. a highly

rk.lled ccnsultant.

II they are not v<ell

managed, confronta-

tions can lurlhdi- polar-

ize the in'iivduais. m-

creas? Iho costs cl Ihe

confi.Ci. or d.sccu'iga

the principals tro.'i f'jr-

ther tllorls-

As in ail aieas ol pos-

sible high return. Ihe

r.sKS can also bo hijh

il the proper precau-

tions are not tiiken.
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not work well in a situation in which there is a high degree of

worker-management mistrust, or technical rearrangement may not be a

successful intervention if no one has a "felt need" for change.

Based on behavioral science experience and research, the consultant

and organization members need to ascentain the conditions necessary

for a particular technique to work. Some of the important condi-

tions to consider are:

1. The extent to which a supportive external environment is

required (legislation, government, community)

.

2. The extent to which there is a need for substantial agree-

ment between individual and organization goals

.

3

.

The extent to which the organization has highly trained

and qualified staff.

4. The extent to which it is important for the system to be

open enough for members to bewilling to discuss problems

.

5. The extent to which a moderate level of dissatisfaction is

needed to energize people to work on improvement.

6. The extent to which the consultant needs to have access to

various kinds of information in the system.

7- The amount of trust required between staff and the con-

sultant working with them.

Once agreement is reached on what the necessary conditions are for

the successful use of a technique, the current state of the system

along these dimensions needs to be assessed. If it is found that

the conditions don't exist then the technique should not be tried

and eitlier a new one selected or the strategy reformulated.

An PxunipLe of some of tlie pitfalls of not assessing conditions

necessary for success can be found in the following case of a small





I

community hospital. The management group made up of four members

was constantly involved in a series of very messy and dysfunctional

conflicts , costing the hospital a great deal of money and problems

at multiple levels . A consultant was called in to try and help the

situation. The consultant identified the causes of the conflict as

poorly defined and conflicting organizational goals resulting in

different administrators pulling in different directions. The con-

sultant decided that the strategy for correcting the situation was

to involve the top management team in clarifying organizational

goals. As a result, the consultant initiated a collaborative goal

setting meeting with the four managers . The meeting was a dismal

failure. The four shifted to bitter complaints about each other

and finally ended with the group deciding to discontinue the ser-

vices of the consultant whom they felt had made matters worse.

Had the consultant and the management group considered the con-

ditions necessary for a successful collaborative goal setting meet-

ing the outcome might have been different. Such a meeting requires

a moderate degree of trust between consultant and members, a will-

ingness on the part of participants to deal openly and honestly

with each other and an ability to cope with conflict. None of these

conditions was present, in fact in the above case, the consultant

was seen as the pawn of the director and two of the department heads

were not on speaking terms.

Even though the consultants diagnosis was correct and the strat-

eg;^' for dealing with it consistent with the diagnosis, the absense

of certain necessary conditions should have shifted the focus to

deal more openly and honestly V';ith each other and manage their con-

flict, the collaborative goal setting meeting has a chance to succeed.





ACTION PLAN AND ACTION: TRANSITION TO

NEW ORGANIZATIONAL STATE

The diagnosis , strategy formulation and technique selection

must all be incorporated into a plan of action. The success or

failure of an action plan is contingent on a critical assessment

of such factors as : 1) who should participate in different activ-

ities , 2) who should be kept informed about different activities

,

3) who is able to be responsible for following through, •+) what is

the time table and, 5) what special resources are needed to carry

out an activity

.

The transition to a new organizational state can occur in a

variety of way. Often it requires the use of temporary management

and organization systems (Beckhard, 1976). That is, the task of

management and organizational resources. The temporary system in

the form of a task force is one of the most useful transition ve-

hicles. Membership on the task force should be guided by concerns

for 1) including needed skills and expertise and 2) including rep-

resentation from those to be most directly affected by the change

as well as insuring sufficient legitimacy and power to accomplish

its mission. Several of the cases in Section II demonstrate the

use of transition systems to manage the change.

EVALUATING APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE EFFORTS:

MONITORING TIE CHANGE PROCESS

The action research mode of operation discussed in the diagnosis

phase is again relevant to this stage of an organization development

effort. The long term objective of sucli an effort is to create tlie

conditions for constant self-renewal. This means that there is a





need for on-going evaluation and feedback on results. Although

almost everyone agrees with this idea, only a few organizations

actively attempt to evaluate success. There is little learning

from mistakes, nor is there any clearcut confirmation of success.

Evaluation is clearly an underdeveloped area as it relates to

organization development efforts (Friedlander, 1975)

.

Before focusing on how evaluation processes can be integrated

into organization development efforts, it should be noted that in

recent years, \^e are starting to see the emergence of more sophis-

ticated methods of evaluation. Rubin Harris has developed a process

for evaluating effectiveness of patient care; Beckhard and others

have done an evaluation of the interventiosn into managing change

at two nursing schools (Mass. General); at a number of community

health centers, etc. Change measurement instruments are emerging

and, although little has been done to date, it is possible to look

systematically at the effects of organization development efforts.

The University of Michigan Institute for Survey Research, Quality

of Working Life Project is developing a package of new evaluation

techniques (Nadler, 1975)

.

There are two basic types of evaluation. The first is on-

going monitoring of key indicators while the second is a more in-

depth evaluation of an effort to determine more conclusively whe-

ther it was successful and what the factors were which contributed

to success or failure. Table 7 provides a framework for a more

in depth focus. These two levels of evaluation are not inconsist-

ent with each other and in fact should be mutally reinforcing. They

do. hov^ever, require different resources.

On-going monitoring is best accomplished by organization members

developing key indicators which they will monitor themselves at





TWENTY QUESTIONS FOR EVALUATING

ORGANIZATIONAL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

Factor Question

OUTCOME

Objectives 1. V7hat were the intenrjed outcomes of th3
program a nd what were th e actual outcornes ?
It is necessary to determine why the
program was initiated and its ifnpact on
"bottom line" outcomes such as produc-
tivity, turnover, absenteeism and satis-
faction.

CONTEXT

External Factors

Labor market and
characteristics
of work force

Social and
political trends

Economy and
market

Environmental
stability

Internal Factors

Product technology

Structure

Organ izational
climate

2. How tight was the labor market and what
were' the characteristics of the avail -

able labor pool ? Ascertain unemployment
level and characteristics of work force
when evaluating an organization improve-
ment program.

3. Were these changes occurring in society
affecting workers and the organization ?

The success of a procram may be affected
by how consistent it is with certain
societal trends.

4

.

V7hat was the general state of the economy
at the tirie of the improvement program ?

Certain programs may on]y work in favor-
able econoiuic conditions.

5. How changing is the organization's imme-
diate environment and is the ornanization
structure appropriately marched ? A pro-
gram may ba greatly affected by the de-
gree of congruence between an organiza-
tion's structure and degree of environ-
mental uncertainty which exists for the
organization.

6

.

VJhat is the product of the organ ization
and the prir.ary tcchnoTO' ^Tv used to trans -

form imputs into ou tputs ? Ascertain the
match between teclinolcgy, structure and
type of people and whetlier the program
is congruent or attempts to make techno-
logy, structure and types of people
congruent.

7

.

Where on the mechanistic to organic
st ructure continuum is the or g anization ?

The {jrc-jraa uhouid be consistent with the
organization's structure or explicitly
attend to changing it.

8

.

How large is the oroa n iz ation and the
plant, or civis ion w i t hi n v-'nlch the pro-
gram is t i'^'-'.inq pl.Tce.-* Sise affects com-
plexity o: prO';r.ir-.3 and the organiza-
tional rcr;ourcrs a>'ailable.

9. What arc t- u!i_il'"2y 'V-LlIL' ' _ __ "''^ '^ ^"^ v 1
1
u o s in

Fhe crria.-Tiz iz iori r.- :.ir'l i !v.;_ i nvo! v(-:nfn t m
d'rcraTfr.-.".;"n "o~.".l ir'--i"o '''-.' nt <._rrc)r !.;£? i lo-
grams rc-quire chanTicd lV<.!;ir7ior liius changed
climate which requires program attention
to resistar.ce.





ORGANIZATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Guiding Assumptions
and Model

Model

Program Phases

Initiation phase

Entry and start-
up phase

Diagnostic phase

1 . How expli ci t v-;re the assumptions about
organizations and change which cuidcd the
organization improvement proartTn V Being

. explicit about assumptions increases the
chance that all parties understand the
program and that the assumptions are more
carefully examined and tested.

1 1

.

How comprehensive and consistent with cur-
rent organizational theory were the guid-
ing assuript i on.j and nodgls ? SucctiSS of a
program can be influenced by internal iogi
as v;ell as failure to incorporate what we
know about organizations and improvement.

12. What was the reason for starting the pro-
gram and who was initially involved ? Pro-
grams generally require a broadly shared
"felt need" and involvement of affected
people to succeed.

What were the initial activities at the13.

Strategy planning
phase

14.

15.

16.

17.

Implementation
phase

Evaluation and
corrective
action phase

20,

Start of the program and who was involved?

The pitfall to avoid is preraacure implemcn
tation, moving into a program tends to in-
adequate diagnosis and resistance due to
lack of understanding and support. Pre-
scription without diagnosis leads to mal-
practice.

V^hat were their explicit diagnostic acti -

vities ?

V.'hat aspec ts of the organization were
diagnosed and how ? Pitfalls include the
"elephant problem," e.g., sending eight
blind men out to touch organization and
try to put pieces together, also the
"expert" problem in which outsiders do
fancy diagnosis which no one understands.

How v;as the actual program planned and by
whom? The two dimensions to assess are (i

how available resources (internal and ex-
ternal consultants) used, and (2) how the
diagnostic model and data were used.

How explicit and detailed were the plans ?

Lack of planning leads to seat of the pant
implementation of a program.

What was actually done, how, when and by
whom? Two pitfalls are inco-iplete, uacch-
work implementation and intervention inter
ruptus , not carrying program through to
completion.

Was there explicit evaluation and monitor-

ing of the program, and if so, what ^.'as

measured ~frnd how ? Political pressure oftc
exists to over advocate programs setting u

forces ag-Ainst evaluation. Evaluation
measures should be directly related to
intended program outcomes,

W

h

at was done with the eval uation; did it
rcTsult in co rroctive ac tio n o r rouifica -

tion of the ~pi"og_ra:'i? No corrective actio-
may oTJcTTF "diTS^to lack of top level crl;;:^:•

•/atiri:-. con .r. i t r-.cnt and/or duo to ;>• -.t j --. ; .'

men La t i on 1 .- 1 tiov. n and regression w:ie:i

nove Ity wea r s off.





predetermined points in time. For example, employee attitudes

toward new work flow arrangement might be monitored several times

a year through an attitude survey as well as absenteeism, tiirnover

and production figures. Similar data would be used in a more in

depth analysis of this improvement effort but in addition a more

comprehensive model for evaluation would be used. (For such a

model, see Tichy, "Evaluating Organization Improvements" Organiza-

tional Dynamics , Summer, 1976) (See Table 7)

In addition to the on-going monitoring of key indicators and

more in-depth evaluations , mechanisms are needed to sustain the

self-renewal process.

The processes discussed in this section of the chapter require

administrators as well as other organization members to engage in

complex planned activities often requiring people to behave in new

ways, thus necessitating dealing with individual and group resistance

to change . In order to continue such new behaviors on an on-going

systematic basis, there needs to be explicit management and organi-

zation commitment to the goals of improving organizational health

-

The success of such efforts in health organizations is in a

large part related to the quality of the management of the efforts

and the commitment of the top management of the organization to

inv°st. In order to do this, the administrator and the organization

need to continually engage in the action research mode of manage-

ment which entails regularly re- cycling through the organization

development sGlf-renewal process. Beckhard (1975) identified some

feedback systems frequently used for monitoring and maintaining





1. Periodic team meetings to review where a team is and what

its next goal priorities should be

.

2. Organization sensing meetings — the top of an organization

meets, on a systematic planned basis, with a sample of employees

from a variety of different organizational centers , in order to

keep appraised of the state of the system.

3. Periodic intergroup meetings between interdependent units

of an organization.

4.. Renewal conferences. For example, one company has an

annual planning meeting with its top management. Three weeks

prior to that meeting, the same management group and their

spouses go to a retreat for two or three days to take a look

at where they are , where their personal and company prior-

ities are, what are the new forces in the environment, what do

they need to keep in mind in their upcoming planning, what has

happened in the way they work and in their relationships that

need review before the planning meeting.

5

.

Performance review on a systematic goal directed basis

.

6

.

Periodic visits from outside consultants to keep the organ-

ization leaders thinking about the organization's renewal.

Conclusion to Section I

The first section of this chapter has presented an overviev^ of

the applied behavioral sciences as it relates to aspects of health

administration. The major thrust has been to identify the process

by v>;hich behavioral sciences can be used in complex organizations,

thus, the emphasis on; having an organizational model, comprehensive

diagnosis, strategy formulation, teclinique selection, action plan-

ning, and evaluation. This explicit focus on a comprehensive





problem-solving application of the behavioral sciences represents

our protest against the proliferation of panacea, all piarpose behav-

ioral science techniques which contribute to the "little boy with

the hammer problem" among managers. Such technicjues as MBO, trans-

actional analysis, sensitivity training, job enrichment have all

been misused in this way. It is our contention that all these tech-

niques have their place but are best employed within a broader

context of fostering on-going organizational health.
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Section II

THE USE OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE APPLICATIONS IN

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Section II of this chapter moves from an overview of the field

to specific cases dealing with: 1) defining organizational missions,

2) designing an organization to manage multiple tasks and multiple

professionls , 3) managing interface problems, M-) managing the change

process and 5) team development. Each of the cases demonstrates

the use of a particular applied behavioral science technology for

carrying out an improvement strategy. For example, open systems

planning, a specific technology for helping organizations articulate

their mission and develop a strategic plan, is dealt with in two

medical center cases.

The cases are summarized in Table ^ which relates the case to

one of the managerial problems identified at the beginning of Sec-

tion I . The table then goes on to identify the improvement strat-

egy pursued the particular intervention technology used in the

case. The section ends with an assessment of the future leading

edge of the applied behavioral sciences.

In each case, we will define the problem, look briefly at the

technology and its application to the problem: describe a case or

two that illustrates the applications, and examine some implica-

tions for the training of administrators

.

I . Understanding and Specifying the Mission of the Organization :

Open Systems Planning

Most administrators in large organizations are used to plan-

ing their work against goals or objectives. When organizations





become more complex and the demands of the external environment more

differentiated, administrators in complex organizations such as

medical centers , hospitals and health schools are constantly faced

with developing program and budget allocations from competing de-

mands for resources. The criteria for allocation of these resources

tend to be based either against organization objectives or personal

priorities or tradition and past experience. The core mission of

the organization was defined in Section I as its reason to be —
"the nature of the beast," Objectives and goals are the place or

condition to which one aspires. There is a significant difference

bet\\7een reason to be (mission) and place you want to get to (goals) .

Yet much administrative planning allocates resources based on objec-

tives or goals ^^?ithout being clear around mission priorities.

In simple organizations, and those with 'slack' resources, it

is possible to have multiple 'core missions' because they can all

be achieved. In health delivery and educational organizations when

costs were lower, research funding higher, and a balance of need and

service fairly clear, the issue of whether the core mission of a

teaching hospital was to train physicians and other providers ; or

was to provide quality care to patients ; or was to service community

health needs, was not a major concern of administrators. Obviously,

the mission was all of these. As long as one could keep the resources

in some kind of balance, the problem could be managed.

With increased organizational co.r.plexity , and changes in funding

practices — escalating costs of health care and increasing commun-

ity pressure; tliis issue is much more difficult for an administra-

tor today. In fact, some part of the governance of the institu-

tion probably must make a conscious decision putting priorities

against two different possible core missions.
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The behavior of people in administrative or leadership posi-

tions is significantly affected by their concept of the mission of

the institution. Therefore, if this is not clear, others in the

organization get mixed signals

.

The process of core mission development is for key people in

an organization (or department or unit) to develop a consensus on a

core mission statement. After examining the alternatives, and

getting a first position around the core mission, it is then desir-

able to "map the environment." This process involves thinking

through and identifying the various institutions
,
groups , value

systems, etc. which are making demands on the administration of the

institution or department. For example, in a hospital there might

be community demands for more ambulatory care; there might be med-

ical society demands for more access of community physicians,; there

might be demands in the medical school for more sophisticated equip-

ment for specialty training. In a particular cepartment there might

be demands for more efficiency in filling beds ; a demand for limit-

ing support staff.

Using this process, all of these competing demands are listed.

They add up to what is called the demand system (see attachment 1) .

This provides a way of looking at the core mission in the context

of the open system of the organization and its environment. It's

sometimes necessary to modify or revise the core mission statement

after an analysis of the demands.

We will give two different types of illustrations of applica-

tions of the core mission concept. The first is a pair of cases,

although the two institutions involved have no awareness of the





activity engaged in by the other institution. The illustration is

of an application of core mission planning by two academic medical

schools

.

Center A - Background : is a large, prestigious medical school and

teaching hospital complex in tlie western half of the country. The

school is well known for its scientific research and clinical excell-

ence. The graduates represent a distinguished scientific and medi-

cal group including some Nobel Prize winners . The institution is

also noted for the quality of its teaching in both undergraduate

school and postgraduate residencies. It has a high number of spec-

ialties in' which it has made significant contributions to bio-

medical research and to treatment. Practically all students special-

ize . It has not focused on training general practitioners . The

institution is located in a community which is well served by priv-

ate practice physicians.

As new legislation arose and new pressures appeared for train-

ing more primary care physicians in medical schools and teaching

hospitals, the leadership of the school and hospitals examined

their criteria for allocating resources . The facts were that re-

search grants have been sharply reduced as in all medical insti-

tutions . There was an indication that, if medical schools were not

going to prepare significant numbers of students for primary care

practice, capitation funding of tuition might be cut off. There

was tremendous social pressure for more community service. At

the same time , there was a lot of pressure from the prestigious

faculty not to destroy tlie "elegance" of the research and training

of the institution.
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A series of meetings between the university leadership, medical

school leadership, the hospital leadership, etc. looked at these var-

ious demands . It was decided to conduct a core mission exercise to

find out where the consensus was around the basic mission of that

particular institution. After a number of meetings the consensus

emerged. Briefly stated, it was: "We are basically scientific

institution engaged in inquiry and application of new knowledge.

So research and its application is our core mission. To support

this core mission, we wish to train qualified specialists to carry

out the applications of this research and clinical practice. We

are not here to train doctors in the broad sense. Nor are we here

primarily to service the community in which we are located. There-

fore, \<ie will focus on resource allocation on protecting our research

primacy and the quality of our clinical teaching. We see as a natu-

ral by-product high quality care for those persons who go through

our system as patients."

The leadership group knew that the consequences of this deci-

sion might mean that capitation would be withheld or challenged;

they knew it might mean difficulties from the community. The exec-

utive management of the organization made a decision that these con-

sequences would have to be accepted and managed.

Medical Center B . In another part of the country, medical center B

V';as also known for its quality of care, its good research and clini-

cal practice and its high quality health sciences teaching program.

The medical school and teaching hospitals were part of the univer-

sity complex but located some distance from the main campus in a

primarily rural state. Significant numbers of medical scliool grad-





uates went into practice in the state , where there was a great

need for practitioners and for more comprehensive preventive care

as well as for more ambulatory centers because of the geographi-

cal distance between treatment centers and patients

.

When research funding slowed down, and faculty recruitment

became more difficult, and requirements for increased numbers of

students were put on the institutions, the dean of the school, the

hospital administrator and the university's leadership, as well as

the key clinical and teaching heads, plus community representatives

took a look at the core mission of the medical center.

From these deliverations came the position that "From the pos-

sible primary missions of research, teaching, and delivery of care

to the community, we've determined that the delivery of care to the

community is our primary reason to be. We see as part of that core

mission, the training of medical practitioners to provide such care.

We see as supportive , the need for a good clinical teaching program;

in back of that good basic research, in order that the practitioners

we train can provide the kind of service needed."

From that decision, they recognized that some of the faculty

whose research allocation would now be cut would be disenchanted

and perhaps leave. They also realized that their faculty recruit-

ment problems would be more difficult. They also realized that

probably, they would have to increase facilities for ambulatory care

in order to carry out the primary mission.

In both these cases, the management of the institution, through

the exercise of a core mission process, arrived at a definitive

statement of priorities whicli then produced specific actions and

rathei^ significant consequences in both cases. Let us move on to

the third case which is within an institution.





Hospital X - is a large teaching hospital. In the medical

department, a group of residents and some faculty wanted to init-

iate a change in the care procedure for longer stay medical pat-

ients. The standard practice, as in most such hospitals was that,

after the patient was admitted, an intern was assigned direct respons-

ibility for that patient. Interns would therefore have four or

five or six or more patients for whom they were the primary contact.

These patients might be scattered at the far ends of long corridors

because they were allocated as they came into the hospital. In

each area of the hospital there were the normal compliment of nurses,

nurse's aides, etc. assigned to a particular physical location or

number of rooms or beds.

A group of residents who vijere interested in change and a couple

of members of the medical staff who were interested in improving

basic care, proposed an experiment. They would re-allocate the pri-

mary responsibility for coordination of the care of the patient to

the nurses in the area; they would move all the beds of one intern's

patients into the same physical area, so that he/she could handle

coordination with the nurses in that area.

The director of the hospital who was very interested in in-

creasing the quality of care approved the experiment. The chairman

chief of medicine who was interested in improving educational oppor-

tunities for the house staff, thought it was worth a try — purely

as an experiment. The nurses on the v;ard were very excited at the

possiblity. Most of the medical department staff were opposed to

this 'disruption' , being primarily concerned with their own educa-

tion. The administrative staff of the hospital saw this as a con-

fusing, unnecessary process and v\;ere actively against it.





In core mission terms, the core mission as perceived by the

main actors was as follows: hospital director — quality of care

at reasonable cost; chief of medicine — effective teaching of

interns and residents; majority of house staff — learning every-

thing we can from our faculty; minority of house staff -- trying to

improve care by changing the procedures ; nursing group on the ward

-- improving care through better utilization of deliverers; admini-

strative staff — maintaining a smooth running, efficient organi-

zation. Given those unstated and unshared descriptions of the core

mission, v^;hat happened is not a surprise. It was the practice for

interns to be rotated on a monthly basis . It was agreed to try this

experiment for a month on one ward. Nurses and interns as well as

some residents, who were most enthused about the opportunity, worked"

on the problem and trained themselves to handle the patient problems

as well as the administrative problems. Approval was given by the

chief of medicine and hospital director and a date was set for

starting.

On the starting date , it was not possible to get any support

people to move the 20 beds which were necessary for the experiment

to occur, so the doctors — residents and interns, moved the beds

themselves. Tliis caused panic in the administrative organization.

The reception and intake people complained to the director and admin-

istrator that their system was ruined, the telephone operators com-

plained bitterly.

The difficulties got so great that the hospital director had

to be called in to mediate certain issues and to again personally

support the experiment.





At the end of one month \\ihen the rotation changed, the incoming

residents immediately v\;ent back to the old system. It was just too

much aggravation for them. It got in the way of the teaching and

learning process.

This experiment was doomed to failure because the core mis-

sions were 'different.' Given that condition, the "establishment"

or traditions v^7ill usually prevail.

Implications for Users in Training

Graduates of health management schools will be moving into

positions in which the decisions about resource allocation will be

more complex and v\?ill be continuing. These type of decisions don't

just get made at the director level but are not much a part of the

middle management of the organization. Therefore it should be part

of the available management tools for managers in health institu-

tions to be able to engage in a mission identification process. They

should also be able to differentiate a mission developing process

from an objective or goal setting process. Planning which includes

both of tliese will be a primary skill need in the future. It would

also be desirable in the training of managers to expose them to the

open systems planning process , which includes establishing the core

mission; mapping the environment through the development of the de-

mand system previously mentioned; defining a response system by

recording present I'esponses to the various demands ; defining strat-

egic priorities and desired states. This pre-planning process can

help considerably in the development of strategic plans as well as

priorities of objectives. We would suggest that this general con-

cept artui should be part of the curricuiuni in all management train-

infj;

.





ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS TO COPE WITH CHANGING TASKS AND

MANAGING MULTIPLE PROFESSIONALS

Problem : As organizational tasks become more differentiated, mak-

ing different demands on different parts of the organization, it is

often necessary to re-think the way the organization is structured;

whether it is structured in relation to the tasks to be performed.

Historically, organization managers built their organizations on

the basis of functional sub-organizations based on related techno-

logies such as medicine, surgery, a business department a dieti-

cians department, and so forth. People with like backgrounds and

like tasks were put together.

As the organization becomes more comples, it is sometimes nee-*

essary to put together people from different technologies or disci-

plines who are organized around a mission in a program such as com-

munity medicine or primary care. In this situation, the organiza-

tion structure may be defined as mission or program oriented.

In the kinds of institutions in which administrators are oper-

ating, you will often find multi-task professionals which sometimes

requires a matrix organization, where a particular person is part

ofmore than one "home room" — reporting to more than one boss . He/

she must decide how to allocate the job assignments, the rewards,

etc. to the person who is 'matrixed.'

This is an increasingly common problem for administrators man-

aging multi-task professionals. An obvious example and recurrent

example is a doctor wlio is a staff of the hospital; has a private

practice: and lias a faculty appointment in the medical school.





We would like to discuss briefly a case where an organization

re-design was necessary in order to get the form (structure of the

organization) to fit the functions (tasks of the organization) . The

institution in question was a community health center serving a pop-

ulation of 14-5,000 people in an urhan ghetto area. The center was a

part of a large medical center and teaching hospital. The center

was well funded from federal funds and had excellent physical facil-

ities, and a large staff. The organization structure consisted of a

project or center director who was a department chief in the medi-

cal center; a medical director, a director of training, director of

community advocacy, and administrator. Reporting to the medical

director were chiefs of medicine, pediatrics, nursing. Reporting

also to the medical director ^^;ere team leaders from 8 delivery teams.

All the health care was delivered to the community through inter-

disciplinary delivery teams composed of an internist, pediatrician,

a nurse practitioner who coordinated the team and three family

health workers -- paraprofessionals with special clinical training.

Each team had a geographic location in which its total patient panel

was situated. In addition, the center had a medical records depart-

ment, medical administrators, etc.

The reporting system was functional. All the pediatri'cians

reported to the chief pediatrician. The family health workers had

no direct functional line but reported through their nurse coord-

inators.

Vvith this structure , the work of the organization was pur-

sued vs/ith some difficylty. There was poor communication and loca-

tion of authority within the delivery teams because of the multi-

ple reporting systems. There was poor use of support resources

such as medical recores , because they reported into different lines





and had no v\;ay of influencing each other's work. There was diffi-

culty in the development of people, particularly the family health

workers, since they had no "home room" after they left their train-

ing 'nest' in which they were located for the first sxx months.

TliG coordinatioa was very 'loose' at the top.

The technology of organization design and redesign is a task

based on approach which starts with looking at the work to be done

such as delivery of care, getting records of families, etc. — the

best reso-arce allocation to achieve it;' and the best information flow

and reporting system to support the resource allocation. Without

detailing this case which is fully detailed in Beckhard's "Organi-

zational Issues in the Team Delivery of Health Care," the change

was as follows: Starting with the issue of the stated mission to

deliver- health care to M-5,000 people in that community — the teams

wei-e reorganized to reflect that mission. More sharing of informa-

tion on patient needs , community needs and care technology was built

into the team planning itself. Because of previous conflict between

the formal organization (nurse in charge) and the practical way of

working (doctors taking over) , it was seen as necessary to have an

administrative direction that facilitated the delivery — teams

getting the kinds of support they needed; and to provide linkage

between tlie teams and the rest of the organization. Team leaders

who were administrators, not MDs , were created. They had responsi- .

bility for the effectiveness of the team. They could fire any team

members, including the doctors, from the team -- but not from the

center. They ware the access point to the support systems such as

medical records and others. They reported directly to the Director

of Health Services. The former chiefs of the technologies or func-

tions — pediatrics, nursing, etc., became the office of health





services . Their primary tasks changed from being decision makers

on day to day operations (which were now assigned to the teams)

,

to becoming program developers, quality controllers and educators.

They were available as consultants to practitioners in their own

and other disciplines; they produced and monitored quality standards

of care; they developed protocols for providing treatments in that

particular setting. For example, because of the availability of

house visits through family health workers, monitoring of hyperten-

sion could be handled very differently than in a middle class priv-

ate patient-physician situation.

The administrative support items such as medical records, which

had reported to the administrator, were now brought into the health

services area so that all the functions primarily concerned with

care and patient contact were in the same "family."

Through this re-allocation and training the productivity of

the center improved by several hundred percent with quality stand-

ards being maintained according to accepted quality measurements.

The Implications for Users

This case is an illustration of a situation where the organi-

zation and form appropriate to one set of tasks was moved to ano-

ther set of tasks where it was less appropriate. The center was

ori 'finally organized just like the hospital in which it was cen-

tered. In the hospital the chief of a service does the complicated

procedures, and the juniors on the service do the less complicated

ones. In a community health center, all the care is delivered by '

the people at the bottom of the professional ladder. The senior

professionals supply support and provide guidance. (They also may

serve as members of delivery teams) . When the tasks differ, as they





did in this case, the structure needs to be different in order to

get VN/ork done optimally. It is recoiTimended that in the curricu-

lum of management training, there should be sessions on organization

design , v^;hich deals with concepts of how to assign tasks based on

the particular set of functions and their relationship to the envir-

onment; content issues around integration between parts of an organ-

ization, and hov\/ to design the structure to do that; issues around

functional - program-matrix structures their utilization and conse-

quences - issues around information systems.

COPING WITH INTER-UNIT CONFLICT - CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND RESPONS-

IBILITY CHARTING

Much change and much tension in an organization occurs vjhere

functions or departments or areas of work intersect or interface.

Ambiguity about who should make what decisions, who should report

to whom, who has power, etc. are common issues that administrators

face at all levels in a complex organization. Lacking other meth-

odologies these things are usually resolved on the basis of who has

the most power or the most status in the organization.

Almost any new development or major change in an organization

produces an interface problem. For example if one changes a pro-

gram which was entirely under the department of medicine, such as

ambulatory care, to one in v\;hich part of it is under the control of

a department of community medicine, an interface is created between

two departments. The resources must be split; the people v\;ho used

to be in the department of medicine full time are now in a situa-

tion whore tlie new and the old departments are competing for the

sama resoarce. Somebody must make tiie decisions about "where

Dr. Smitli spends Friday."'





A technology has been developed called responsibility charting

for working such conflict issues. It makes the assumption that

much of the dysfunctional human behavior that one sees in organiza-

tions and to which one ascribes the title 'personality conflict' is

in fact, not a clash of personalities or characters, but is a clash

of people caused by some organization malfunction or dysfunction.

A good place to start looking for the causes of such conflict

is in the organizational allocation of responsibility or behavior.

Typically and traditionally when there is a conflict around who does

what to whom, attempts to resolve it take the form of trying to get

the roles clearer. This is either done by writing clearer job

descriptions or by mediation from higher l-evels — the boss decid-

ing v\;hat each role should be; or by some negotiation process be-

t^^J een power centers. Responsibility charting has been designed to

change the way this conflict is managed to a problem solving mode.

The task - the work that must be done - defines the behavior of all

people who are connected to that set of tasks or work.

The way the process works is that those involved come together

around a particular issue or set of issues. They list those on

one side of a grid or a chart, including the specific kinds of ac-

tions or decisions that need to be taken (see Figure 3) . To use a

simple example — if we were talking about hiring a secretary, the

types of actions that VN^ould be involved would include recruiting,

early interviews, final screening, decision to hire, assignment of

work, etc. On the other axis of the grid, one identifies the "ac-

tors" who might have something to do with that particular decision.

Using the same illustration, one migh list the dicector. the imiiedi-

ate depai'tmcjit head, tlie supervisor of tlic secretary, tlie personnel

recruiter, the controller, the recruit, the other secretaries in tlie









area, etc.

Having listed both the types of decisions and v>7ho ' d involved

in the process, vs^a assign a behavior to each actor. There are four

possible behaviors - 1) Responsibility, (this means has the respons-

ibility for seeing that action is taken) 2) approval - the right to

veto (This means that on the particular action involved, this role

has the right to veto and stop the action) 3) Support. (This means

that this role must provide support and resources (has no- choice) on

the particular act. Resources might be information or people. 4)

Inform means (must be informed, but by implication does not have

veto power)

.

One important part of the technique is that only one R -

responsibi lity can be assigned to one act. So, if we go back to

our secretarial illustration, the R might be located in the immed-

iate supervisor or in the personnel department or in the recruiter.

Those involved v;ould have to decide where the R is located. If the

participants tiiemselves cannot decide then there are three choices,

a) - move the R up one level b) - move the decision of where the R

goes up one level and c) - break the problem out into parts. For

example, it might be that hix-ing an executive secretary would be

different than hiring a clerk typist.

Let us briefly illustrate tv\?o types of situations in which

this process was applied.

{nio is Responsible for Quality of Caret of House Sta ff _in the Tea ch-

2J1Z _l[°5ilit5.3i

Given current legislation on peer revievs? and other quality

requirements, hov; v^;ould yuu allocate responsiblity for the quality

oC care, provided by residents and other practitioners in the lios-

pital. Clearly the hospital administrator or director lias some





responsibility and accountability; clearly the board is accountable

in some ways; clearly the head of professional service has respons-

ibility; clearly the head of the particular discipline has some

responsibility; clearly chief residents have some responsiblity

;

clearly colleagues, such as nurses who work with the house staff

have some responsibility. A number of hospitals are beginning to use

the process of responsibility charting for breaking this problem

down into its specific behaviors. They then can assign role behav-

iors to the various people who are concerned about the problem.

This has been found a useful device for getting some sense of or-

der, direction and action in a very complex problem.

The second case is in a medical school. The school changed

its curriculum from all teaching being in disciplines such as

medicine to the development of core programs by years. The faculty

were all in general agreement on the change. Program directors were

appointed v<;ho had responsibility for the various programs.

As the programs were developed, and it came time to select

faculty and to plan courses, the issue arose as to v\7ho had author-

ity to get a particular faculty member to teach a particular course

on a particular day. Previously all faculty members had their

'home room' in some discipline area, such as medicine or pediatrics.

Now they vi;ere required to teach in a program. What should be the

role of tlie program chief who must provide this program; of the dis-

cipline chief, who "ovms" the resource; of the person themselves,

of the dean of the medical school.

The group spent over a year trying to resolve this set of

dilemnas on a case by case basis. Wlien they discu'vercd the tecli-

nxquo of responsibility charting, they spent a day and a lialf in

one off site meeting, working through all kinds of boliavioral





"crunches" that were caused by their organizational system. They

were able to assign and allocate behaviors to all the "actors" in

each of these situations. They were able to implement their pro-

gram quickly and they had mechanisms for managing exceptions and

conflicts

.

Implications for Users and Training : The curriculum of management

education should include analysis of interface management issues of

the conflict resolution methods available and specifically how to

allocate behaviors to different roles under different circumstances.

Responsibility charting as a technique should probably be included

in such education programs,

MANAGING CHANGE IN THE ORGANIZATION

Most health administrators today have to be simultaneously

concerned v^/ith 1) managing day to day operations 2) managing plan-

ning for the future 3) managing interfaces with the outside environ-

ment M-) managing organization change. Frequently administrators see

this fourth process - managing change - as a sub-part of one of the

first three. There is a rapidly increasing body of knowledge and

experience v\;hich indicates that managing change is a separate though

frequently interdependent process, as we indicated in the four levels

or organizational functioning in Section I. Managing change refers

to the self-renewal operation.

In the management of organizatioa change we suggest that a

systematic planning and control process can make a significant dif-

ference in the effectiveness of the change. Some of the factors

affecting changing strategy are v<;hGtlier the change is purely tech-

nical: v-^hethor it hias social implications; wliether it defies tradi-

tions and values, etc.





A few illustrations of the kinds of frequently recurring situ-

ations that require planned change management are: - introducing

family practice department into a teaching hospital - introducing

a prinary care curriculum or rotation - enlarging or changing the

ambulatory care system and facilities - working with a professional

union such as a house staff union - combining professional and

technical resources within different sub-units such as combining

specialities in two different hospitals.

The areas of applied behavioral science which have high

relevance to these kinds of problems include 1) the change process,

resistance to change, analyzing the forces in a change situation

2) developing a change strategy 3) developing methods for managing

the transition between the old state and the new state '!) develop-

ing a plan for getting commitment of key people to the change 5)

planning and managing the stabilization or maintenance of the new

state.

Following are two cases where a conscious change strategy was

applied to manage a major change effort.

The Case of the Nursing School : A large undergraduate nurs-

ing school decided to change its curriculum from the traditional

discipline-based subject areas to a programmatic curriculum based

on type of care - primary, secondary, tertiary. The faculty agreed

the change in concept and it was appr*oved through the appropriate

administrative bodies. The dean appointed some committees to pursue

curriculum development. These committees were, ad hoc, reporting

to her.

If we examine the processes, at this point, there v;as a tradi-

tional model for managing the ehage : set up a committee of people

v.'ho are interested, and have them do the job. Give them space





and a reporting line . This method has produced an almost predict-

able result. In the first place these committees were composed of

members who reported to functional or discipline units and the chair-

man of these units had major control over the activities of the

members of the committees in terms of time available for work - in

terms of tasks - in terms of priorities. The stresses on the

committee members - v\/ho v\;ere mostly enthusiastic junior faculty -

were tremendous. Secondly, the implicit resistance of many tradi-

tional discipline heads could be mobilized and could keep any change

from being more than cosmetic. Third, conflict in the system was

considerably increased, particularly as the deadlines for new courses

approached.

A group of us at the Sloan School at MIT who were studying the

process of change in organizations under a Robert Wood Johnson grant,

offered to provide some analysis and a few interventions

.

The analysis showed that the forces in the situation included

1) high resistance among some traditional faculty for losing control

of any major part of the curriculum. 2) Strong differences between

some tenured, discipline-oriented faculty, and some junior action-

orinted faculty . 3) The sense that no new unit or committee had any

real power or could have any real power. 4) A generally shared

feeling that the dean would have to control most of the change, if

it was to happen. S) A wide split as to whether the change was to

be cosmetic or fundamental.

From this brief analysis (or at least described briefly) it

v;as decided that a first condition - given tlic resistiince to cliange

that existed - would be some kind of "unfreezing" process, in wliich

the entire faculty could become av\;uro of tlie orgcini/at Lonal condi-

tions as well as tiie cuz-riculum change situation. The target of
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such an activitiy \\ias to get real commitment on the part of the

total faculty to the fact of the change; and to build a manage-

ment system for managing it; and to get the faculty to recognize

that there v\;ere there were three states or conditions in the change

process - the old condition , meaning the presently conducted cia^ric-

ulum; the new condition , when the curriculum would have changed

from discipline-oriented to type of care-oriented; and the trans -

ition period, vv;hen there would be some programsin both modes, and

when people v\?ould be teaching in both programs and therefore con-

flicted around priorities. Another goal was to provide awareness

that it was necessary to develop a management system for this trans-

ition state. It would not necessarily be the same as the manage-

ment of the ne\^ state. It would definitely not be the same as the

management of the old state

.

FoUovjing this diagnosis , a one-day meeting of the entire

faculty was convened by the Dean. Consyltants presented some behav-

ioral science concepts about the change process in organizations;

issues in managing chages problems of creating strategies for

changes. A case had been developed. The entire faculty were broken

into two groups of six or seven people and given the case (which

looked strangely like their own institution) . They were given the

'siLuation' and asked to prepare an organization diagnosis and to

pi^epare a consultation with the "dean" (an actor) on how best to

manage the change

.

In these sub-groups, VN^hich were composed of senior and junior

faculty, and across disciplines, participants were required to come

up \\iith some solution. Ropresentntives presentod their recommenda-

tions to an actor dean (the x^eal one vs^as in alrtcntlancc) .
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As a result of this exercise, it became clearly evident to all,

that a transition management system was needed; that collaboration

and cooperation from the disciplines was essential; that the planning

of the new curriculum needed to be separated or differentiated from

the teaching; of the nevN? curriculum; and that different types of

decision making and informationexchange were appropriate in each of

these situations.

As a result of this, the dean appointed three full-time coordi-

ators - one for primary, one for secondary, and one for tertiary care.

They were to be released from other responsibilities, and have

full-time responsiblities for managing and developing the curriculum;

and for jointly 'managing' the change process.

To link the present state, and to create a management team

for this purpose, the curriculum coordinator for undergraduate

curriculum, who was the number two person in the hierarchy, became

the chairman of this coordinator's group. The group reported to

the dean. This became the change management mechanism.

The coordinators then recruited faculty from the various dis-

ciplines in collaboration with the discipline chiefs, and developed

planning teams. These teams each underwent a brief team develop-

ment session, in order to get clear on their charter and their

ways of work; their ways of managing the conflict of time bet\s?een

their regular or previous assignments and this new assignment.

They worked for a period of time, liiucing back to the discipline

groups, until the curricula vjere developed. They then wor>ked witli

the discipline chiefs on recruiting and assigning faculty to

teach the various courses and to assign evaluation units to main-

tain them. The curriculum coordinators retained their role as
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program evaluators , and managers of program improvement, for

a year after the new curriculum was introduced.

Another part of the diagnosis had indicated that, although

there vi/ould be enthusiasm after tlie initial activity, and probably

a maximum of cooperation during the eai'ly stages of the curriculum

planning; that, as the situation came down to the wire and courses

\Qeve about to be given, some of the old resistance from the dis-

ciplines v\;ould re-occur. Mechanisms were needed for continuing

the dialogue betv\7een the parts of the system.

Based on a number of experience using education interventions

as a strategy for facilitating change, the MIT group conducted a

5-session course in 'basics in management.' It was voluntary for

all faculty; Credit could be received. A significant number of

the faculty attended this program, which covered a number of issues

such as interface management, decision making, communications, and

goal setting, all on which were relevant to the situation at hand,

and which provided a basis for the faculty to continually use their

own organizational condition, as material for testing the principles

and for learning how to function better in the change situation.

Changing the Residency Rotation : The X hospital had a depart-

ment of medicine, whicli had a traditional rotation of residents

which included the normal intern rotation, and a fair amount of

specialization in the next two years of residency. The curriculimi

rotations were almost entirely managed in the hospital, V'jith the

exeption of the usual emergency room rotations.
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In the light of the increasing emphasis on training general

practitioners, and as a result of a survey of graduates who were in

general practice, the chief of medicine felt strongly that it would

be necessary to modify the cvirriculum for residents to include an

extended rotation in an ambulatory setting. The great majority of

the residents in the hospital had chosen their residence there be-

cause of the specialties that were available, and at this point in

their career were clearly not considering general practice as their

major career. However, statistics had shown that significant num-

bers of their "older brothers" ended up within five years in general

practice.

The chief decided that there would need to be a one-month rota-

tion in an ambulatory setting in the first year of residency after

internship: and that there would be a one-month rotation in the

second year. In order for this to occur, and in order to maintain

what was seen as essential time for other learning needs, the

first year residents would have to give up the one month of free

time which had been called individual study; and the second year

residents would have to give up some part of their chief residency.

The medical center had a social medicine department in medicine,

which was composed of a small group of house staff whose focus of

interest was on ambulatory cax^o , and who had already developed a

rotation system V'jhich had bc^en in use for several years.

The chief of medicine knew, from his diagnosis that the atti-

tudes around the change vv/as as follov^7s . The social medicine house

staff were actively for the change since it meant reintrorcement ol"

their existing practice. 2) Llic faculty in social iiiedicintj v;erf

actively for the change, 3) some of tlie people conducting ambnla-





tory care activities in the hospital complex were for the change.

Others v>?ere against having to take on additional teaching or precep-

torships. The majority of the faculty of medicine were quite against

the change since they saw it as a threat to their time for training

in specialities. The majority of the residents were actively against

the change , since they saw it as cutting into private time or their

own time and not being central to their learning needs.

Given this analysis, the chairman felt that a persuasion

strategy would not in any way achieve what had to be done. He felt

that organizationally he had to legitimize the primary care aspect

of the curriculum. His methods of doing this included 1) making

two faculty appointments on his staff in primary care, 2P appointing

a group of people from ambulatory delivery situations and from the

cheif residency group in social medicine to serve as preceptors

for these rotations, 3) revising his own personal program to include

one afternoon a v^eek in an ambulatory care setting as a preceptor.

3) creating a change management mechanism composed of the chief

residents, two senior faculty, the primary care faculty, the dii^ec-

tor of social medicine, and some representatives of the delivery

sites. This group, chaired by him, had the responsibility of devel-

oping specific curriculum around primary care for that setting;

building in an evaluation mechanism; and dealing with the change and

resistance to change issues among the house staff.

This lattex" process -- the management mechanism -- V7as only

initiated after the first rotation was conducted. It has been a

mild disaster in the sense tliat most of the residents had resisted

and resented the program. Before the second program was given for

new first-year residents, and a first program for tlie group that

wei'o now second-year residents, further analysi.-, was done; ojj.Liiioris
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\^eve collected, people were asked hew to improve the program, and

a large involvement process v\;as undertaken. It had a significant

effect on the second set of courses, and the process continues to

be developed at this point.

In this case again tlie development of a specific strategy

and a way of testing the strategy' made this otherwise very dis-

tasteful change more palatable and certainly viable.

Implications for training of Administrators : Unquestionably the

subject of change in large organizations should be included in admin-

istrator training. Issues around change dynamics, the change process,

change strategies, evaluation of change, maintaining change, etc.

should be included.

TEAM DEVELOPMENT

Team development is perhaps one of the most misunderstood and

misused applications of behavioral sciences in the whole organiza-

tion field. We'd like to provide a few, hopefully clarifying, defin-

itions to start with.

1. The team as we will use it here, is a group of people v\fho must

have each other's resoi.u?ces in order for some particular set of

tasks to be done. Thus an interdisciplinary delivery team is a team

by definition of the task. A task force such as has been described

in the last two cases, is a team in the sense that the job requires

the various resources who are brought together. An organizational

liierarchy sucli as a director and his assistants is not necessarily

a team except around certain tasks. The hospital director or ad-

ministrator has on tlie chart a number of fmictions reporting to him

including let us say, medical services, nursing, dietitian, engin-

eer, etc.Tliese are not a team as regards day to day opor>ations.





The very reason for creating different functional departments is so

that the work can be done within those departments. However, on some

issues affecting the entire hospital, that group must have all of

the resources of the different disciplines or functions in order

for the tasks to be accomplished. In such situations, they are

functioning as a team .

'Groups' are any group op people engaged in any set of work

or even '^"'
- tasks. Groups, as a class of social system, have dyna-

mics processes, in order to improve them, in order that the tasks

can be done more effectively. For example, if group members are

spending a great deal of time worrying about v;ho makes what deci-

sions, that energy is not available for delivering care of doing

whatever the task is. Contrary to much public opinion, the healthy

or effective group spends little time discussing group dynamics

and most of its time working on its tasks . The less effective group

spends a great deal of time worrying about how its working; the power

distribution, etc. and this takes time away from doing the I'^ork for*

which the group exists

.

There is a fairly well developed technology which has been

applied in hundreds of team settings for helping teams in organiza-

tions, concerned with the management or the delivery of healtli care,

to work on improving their effectiveness in an efficient V'.^ay. In

the appendix of this paper we will include an example of some of the

modules for team development which have been created and tested by

Rubin, Plovnick and Fry at the Sloan School of Management under a

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation grunt. The point here is that the

process of team development is only relevant w/hen tliere is a strat-

egy, for the team ovming its ovm development and seeing the improve-

ment of its internal workings as being a significant aspect of





improving its effectiveness. For the reader who wishes to explore

further, t\\;o papers referred to in the bibliography "Factors

Affecting Team Effectiveness" by Rubin and, Beckhard and "Team

Development" by Tichy.

Implications for Training Administrators : Unquestionably more and

more work in health delivery and health education institutions will

be done in teams (using the definition above) , The applied behavioral

science contribution is to finds ways of making that work as effi-

cient and effective as possible. Conscious attention to process

factors affecting meetings; factors affecting openness of communi-

cation; factors affecting conflict management; factors affecting

role clarity, will significantly improve the effectiveness of the

team in v>;hatever tasks it is doing. Any administrator of any organ-

ization today needs techniques; understanding of the dynamics of

groups; the characteristics of groups that affect effectiveness,

and av^7areness of the kinds of programs and activities which can be

undertaken by groups to increase their operational effectiveness.

THE FUTURE LEADING EDGE

Interest in applying behavioral science knowledge to the

management of health institutions has increased systematically in

the last few yeax^s. For example, of tlie IIM- medical deans of medi-

cal schools in the United States, IQi^l- have been through a one week

management course which they've liad an exposure to behavioral and

management science teelinology nnd processes. Of these ll'l-, 62 have

gone to follow up programs along witli a sample of tlieir department

}ieads, associate deans, hospital administrators and other officers





to work on their ovm organization problems, using behavioral and

management science applications. Thirty of these schools have ongoing

systematic programs of organization development. The first pro-

gram of this kind for directors of teaching hospitals was completed

last spring. The American College of Surgeons, the Association of

Departments of Academic Medicine, Pathology, are conducting manage-

ment programs. Clearly the administrator will be dealing with a

different kind of colleague in the future than he/she has in the

past. The types of behavioral science applications which seem to

be moving more into the forefront would suggest that there will be

continued work in the applications of open systems concepts - the

organization and its environment. This is an increasingly central

problem for administrators and they seem to have greater need for

systematic knowledge to help them. At the same time, knowledge is

being developed in this area.

There will be a continuing thrust in the area of structural

organization - organization design. The concept of 'form follows

function' rather than the traditional hierarchy seems to be becom-

ing more a central issue. Planning , both strategic and tactical will

certainly receive more attention in the years ahead as the complex-

ity of organizations increase.

The management of system change will be, we believe, a central

part of the skill requirements of administrators.

The improvement of the oi^ganization of v\/ork both quantitatively

and qualitatively, v;ill require the attention of administrators.
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The developtnent of more effective interpei?sonal cora^etence and

skills in working with groups, will be a continuing need and perhaps

a growing one ine the near future.

Other trends include:

1

.

More interdisciplinary focus . Gradually the applied behav-

ioral sciences are joining with other disciplines including

political science and econontics . There are only a handful of

people involved in such discipline spanning efforts; yet it is

clear that the need is there. (Emei^y and Trist, 1975)

2. Greater emphasis on contigency models of arrangement and

organization:

a) Not always good to have a participatory management style

b) Not always functional to push decision-making to lower

levels

.

c) Bureaucratic organization can allow individuals to

achieve sense of competence and growth if they are

properly designed to fit their environment.

d) Not always good to work toward groups in an organi-

zation sharing theiz^ viewpoints and I'eaching under-

standing,

e) Team work many times less efficient and functional

than individual effort.

3. Increased emphasis on evaluating "bottom line" effec-

tiveness of ABS efforts for the organization. It is no

longer must a "good" thing to do but hard nosed questions

of organizational pay off are more prevalent.
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4. Increased efforts to make ABS a legitimate function of

line managers. Less reliance on both external and internal

consultants except as providers of supportive assis-

tance to line managers.

It is clear that the traditional distancing between the health

professions and health management, and the behavioral sciences is

being reduced, and probably will be eliminated in the years ahead.

The increasing knowlege on both sides, of the need for each other's

resources and thepossible usefulness of this body of knowledge to

the practice of health administration should lead to further col-

laboration, further joint inquiry and further synergy.

******
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steps in Open Systems Planning

Step 1

Identify the core mission of the organization. Ask the group
to specify what it is the organization is in existence for.

(specify below)

Core mission:

Step 2

Specify the key environmental domains affecting the
transformation process.





step 3

Specify the demands or pressures which each domain puts on
the focal organization in behavioral terms.

Example:
-We the customers demand X and Y nf the organization.

-We the union demand X of the organization.

Step ^^

Define v\;hat responses the system makes now to those demands,

Step 5

Project five years into the future. What is the relevant
environment likely to be then? Specify the demands and
pressures of each domain.

Step 6

What responce mechanisms must be developed to effectively cope
with the future demands and pressures

.
(this might include changing

domains as well as internal mechanisms)

Step 7

Assess •vr;hat resources are needed to carry out step G(timG, money etc.)








